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MEMHPIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1968

CITY
EDITION
15c

MINISTERS, CITIZENS ARRESTED
100 Charged With
Disorderly Conduct

Woman Charges Officers Brutally
Beat Her En Route To Station

A widowed mother of six,
iTunstall said she screamed out
one son serving overseas, told
and told her children that the
In an effort to bring the City he didn't believe they had the
the Tri-State Defender that
police were beating her, and
Council to the reality of the backbone to do anything about
she was severely beaten and
they asked her what good did
sanitation strike, the sanitation the workers' situation . . . He
called
nume rous obscene
she think that would do.
workers, ministers and support- went on to say, "This is a racist
names by two policemen who
"That's when the one in back
ers marched to City Hall with town."
came into her home at 932
began kicking me with both
the intention of staying until the Councilman Louis Donaldson
Emmie st. early Saturday
of his feet, I don't know how
City Council "did something," interrupted Rev. Bell, saying
morning, who later charged
many times.
her with disorderly conduct
about the workers' situation. that unless he (Rev. Bell) stop"Since I am a large woman,
In one of the most dramatic ped insulting members of the
and resisting arrest.
I thought if I lied and told
events in the workers' effort council he (Donaldson) would
Mrs. Lucy Tunstall had nuthem I was four months pregduring the past four weeks to be forced to ask for an adjournmerous cuts and bruises to
nant they would leave me
receive justice, some 100 per- ment. •
back her complaints last week,
alone. Instead, the officers in
sons were arrested.
Bell replied, "if telling the
and explained, "They have
back handcuffed my hands
The
truth
insults you then adjourn
council
met,
and
went
on
gone down now, but you
behind me, told me there
with business as usual while an your meeting, because I am tellshould have seen how I lookwere already too many niggers
overflow crowd waited patient- ing the truth."
ed when they carried me in for
here, and began striking me
ly in the council chambers for Previously Rev. Bell had said
photographs and to take my
with the nightstick in the stothe workers' problem to come to the council, "I did not come
fingerprints."
mach, on the knees, the head
for discussion, made a proposal here to reason with you because
She has a blood-stained robe
and neck, and squirted ,Mace
to take up the problem of the you are not reasonable men."
and nightgown as evidence
in my eyes," she said.
The council was then adjournsanitation workers next week.
for her ordeal, the first conMrs. Tunstall said she was
MRS. LUCY TUNSTALL
In answer to their proposal ed. Many persons literally dared
frontation she said she has
covered with blood by that
Rev. James Lawson stated, "It the police to spray them with
ever had with the police.
time, and the policemen took
is rather tragic that you nego- "Mace" or beat them again.
On the early morning that A niece, Miss Juanita An- her to John Gaston for treatthe incident took place, Mrs. thony, who lives with her ment, nut she refused to let AT TSU — The Interim Adleft, Dr. William N. Jacktional Research and De- tiate and plan behind the scenes Assistant police chief Lux enwho suffers from
a the attendants to treat her.
Tunstall said relatives had and
ministrative
Committee
at
son,
dean
of
the
faculty;
velopment, has been nam- and use this one item to keep tered the chamber and issued
been to visit, and one had heart condition, she said, faint- Although the policemen came Tennessee State University
a statement requesting that the
Dr. Granville Sawyer, execed chairman of the Advi- us apart"
gone out to let the car warm ed when the police created a to her home at 3:30 a.m., goes over with Dr. NebraHe went on to say "the issue chamber be cleared in 30 minutive
assistant
to
Presisory
Committee,
made
up
up and left the front door disturbance. When the police she said breakfast had been ska Mays, extreme right, a
dent W. S. Davis, now on
of representatives of the is simple, these men struggle utes, or face arrest.
partially open, when officers was satisfied that the girl served at the jail by the time matter dealing with develeave;
and
Arthur
W.
Danfaculty,
administration, stu- for six long years . . . They The remaining crowd shouted:
was
having
an attack, and she was
came in
without knocking
have been permitted to work "We'll go to jail."
carried to the deten-' lopment. The interim comner,
director
of
finance.
Dr.
dent
body
and alumni.
and asked who was fighting. was unconscious, he said the tion cell. -,
hard, on a salary that would be Rev. Lawson instructed the
mittee
members
are,
from
Mays,
director
of
Institu_
-One of the officers put his officer called an ambulance' When she appeared in City
impossible to support a family people to walk over to the jail
finger on my nose, and asked and shoved her (Mrs. Tunstall) Court that morning, she said
in an orderly manner and in
on."
Guthrie Elementary school; Rev.
who was the owner of the out to the squad car.
the judge continued her case
Lawson also said, "The single file.
and
four
brothers,
Benjamin
house. When I replied that I, "They called me a nasty until Thursday, March 7. She
money spent on police protec- Chief Lux retuined, placing
Johnson, Philadelphia; Claudie
Mrs. Lucy Tunstall. was the slut and asked me how many is being represented in the
tion for sanitation trucks, cost everyone in the chamber under
Johnson, Jr., James David
owner, and asked him if he so-and-so children I had. I case by Atty. Ira H. Murphy.
arrest, charging them with disJohnson, and Roy Lee Johnson, more than the proposed raise."
saw any fighting, he said, replied that I was the mother of Mrs. 'Tunstall said the inciRev.
orderly
Lawson
conduct, a state and
also
said,
"The
a student at Humes High
"I am going to arrest every six, and none of them was any dent marked the first time
council heard a motion for the local offense.
maternal
grandschool,
and
his
of
the
names they had called. she has ever been involved
sob. in this house,"
parents, Mr. and Mrs. McKin- preservation of the City Zoo. The ministers, strikers and
The police called for another "They said I was trying to with the police.
ley Sykes of Blytheville, Ark, The council seems to be more supporters were then marched
squad car, she said, and told be smart, and one in the 'lack She—if the mother of four A 17-year-old boy was shot'
A 39-year-old man, Orrick interested in the welfare of the out of City Hall, between two
her son Ernest Tunstall, a started hitting me with his sons and two daughters. One to death early Sunday morning
Patterson
of 1331 Shawnee cir- animals in the zoo than in 1,300 files of policemen lined up from
daughter, Mrs. Thelma Elliott, nightstick," she said.
son, Specialist 4th Class James at Club Paradise at 645 E.
City Hall to the city jail.
cle, was shot and killed in men."
and a visitor, Elton Beasley As the two squad cars got Tunstall, is serving with the Georgia as he was attempting,
1Club Paradise last -July -when A. white resident-of Parkway Waiting outside City Hall were
to go out and get in one car. along side of each other, Mrs. U. S. Army in Korea.
to escape from a &Wet oz
he tried to stop an irate hus- Village told the council his pickets, mostly school aged,.
some 1,800 persons who had
band from beating his es- eighbors were arming them- chanting "Down with Lux. Down
gone wild in the vast nightclub
selves, and begged them to do with Lux."
tranged wife.
She said that when her when bottles ,and glasses resomething
about the workers' At press time many of the
in
the
with
murder
Charged
father was referred to the portedly "fell like rain." He
ministers agreed to stay in jail
case" was Douglas Rich, 47, of situation.
place, the family thought that was shot in the back of the
Rev. E. Bell told the council rather than post bond.
1698 LaPaloma st.
the home had a regular staff head.
physcian, but later learned
The victim was Payton
that it did not.
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Pendleton said her Claudie Johnson, Sr., of 1004
Two persons arrested during Vietnam, had been charged father had only one leg and Breedlove, a senior at Booker
a disturbance at the O'Keefe with disorderly conduct and re- was unable to walk around, T. Washington High school.
and when they came to see Mrs. Johnson, the boy's mothNursing Center at 1.328 Missis- sisting arrest.
sippi blvd. on Jan. 18 after At the time of the incident, him they found his room in a er said he was attending the
they objected to the care be- Mrs. Pendleton had gone to filthy condition, with no one dance with another son, Clauding given to one's father were the hospital to see about her on hand to clean it up. ie Johnson, Jr., who was home
PAYTON JOHNSON
prated on probation when they father, Joe Bradford, who had She also found that he was for the weekend from Tennesbutter
peanut
only
being
fed
The Harry T. Cash Chapter ell other parts of the program and parents immediately foland
university,
appeared in City Court last been referred to the establishsee A&I State
second before everyone who of the National Honor Society which was concluded with re- lowed the program.
week before Judge Bernie Wein- ment by a social worker from sandwiches and weiners as his at which a group called `The
could get his hand on a bottle of Hamilton High School re- marks by Principal Harry T. Acting as hostesses at the
Nightingales" was appearing.
man. They were represented the Veterans Administration. regular meals.
or glass object began throwing cently elected to membership,
bringing
that
after
She
said
by Atty. W. Otis Higgs.
Cash followed by alma mater. reception (for their friends in
Mrs. Pendleton said that her this to the attention of the ad- Persons who were attending them.
13 of those students exhibiting
the Honor Society), were memJIhnsons
the
told
dance
the
Mrs. Elnora Pendleton of father complained of being sick ministrator, the woman gave
As the victim and his friends the greatest potentials in lead- Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp and bers of the Debutantes Society.
1706 Marjorie had been charg- when she went there, and her three minutes to leave "or that some patrons got into an were racing for the front exit, ership, service, scholarship and Mrs. Lillian Campbell are ad- Members of the Junior Honor
ed with assault' and battery, when she asked the admin- be thrown out by the police," argument about some coats the youth was shot in the back character.
visors. A reception for friends Society served as ushers.
disorderly conduct and resist- istrator of the hospital, a Mrs. and added that her husband being stolen, and that four or of the head. An unidentified
Among
those
inducted
at
have
five fights appeared to
ing arrest and Larry Becton, Smith, to get a doctor, the
person carried him to John
broken out simultaneously a Gaston hospital where he vies this fifteenth induction cereSee Page 2
1
23, of 217 Holland, a veteran of woman refused.
mony were Debra Brown,
pronounced dead on arrival. Sharmeen C a ldwell, Willie
David Bell, a uniformed
Dean, Diane Fitzgerald, Virguard from the Guardmark
ginia Floyd, Hazel Hunter,
Agency, said he was on duty
on the parking lot just before Cheri Jackson, Linda McCoy,
Jessie McNealy, Gloria Sangsthe shooting, and when he went
Sanders, Chew
inside he saw the Johnson ter, Karen
boy lying on the floor and a Shannon, Evelyn Ward and
man identified as Jesse Matt- Ellen Wiley.
ing, 30, standing over the Inducted into the "Honorvictim with a pistol in his lites" a tributary to the Naof tenth
hand. He said he walked up to tional Honor Society
being
the man, who handed him the grade students who are
membership in
considered
for
pistol and surrendered.
Jewel
On Monday, officers said a the eleventh grade were
Freak
man whom they did not iden- Adams, Ruth Bowles,
Jennitify, was being questioned in Bulter, Laura Houston,
Wallace,
Sylvia
fer
Jones,
connection with the slaying,
McDonald, Valeria
but that no one had been Beverly
Phillips, Gloria Smith, Vaneese
charged.
Claudie Johnson, Jr., told Thomas, Shepperson Wilbun,
his Mother that when the fight Brenda Cobbius.
started, and people stampeded Members of the Flatly T.
in all directions, he managed Cash Chapter, are Carl Barber,
to escape through the music president, Mozella Black, Cynthia Bowers, William Callian,
room.
Chandler, Arrolene
He said that he was on the Marsha
parking lot fixing a flat tire on Curtis, Linda Fizer, Daisy
his car when one of his broth- Scott, Jeanetta Shields, Susan
Walters, AT HAMILTON — SpeakCash chapter of the Nationer's friends came and told Stevenson, Phyllis
al Honor Society is Rev.
him that Payton had been shot. Charlotte Wilson and Robbie ing to the Hamilton High
Kenneth T. Whalum. He
Mrs. Johnson said her son Scott. The guest speaker for school student body during
is employed *ith the Post
had planned to have his grad- the service was Rev. Kenneth the fifteenth induction cereOffice regional department.
uation suit on Monday, but Whalum, who addressed the monies of the Harry T.
instead she and a friend sadly honoree s, their schoolmates, - - guests from other schools.
went to select his casket.
Funeral services for the stu- Honor Society chapters and
dent will be held this Saturday their parents.
will
Walls.
in
R.
agents
red
hats
at
the Mount Nebo -Baptist Another highlight of the proWilliams
and
day
H.
YarL.
manager;
derson,
RED HAT SPECIAL —
Hyde
Park
left,
of
the
from
cover
all
church
at Vance and Lauder- gram was the renditions by
row,
back
WalOn
brough, L. Jones, C.
Union Protective Life Inand tell- dale, with R. S. Lewis and Hamilton High School choir,
Jones
gifts
Mesdames
B.
area,
giving
are
WalHoward,
0.
W.
ker,
agents,
company's
surance
Mrs. Lulah
ing the Union Protective Sons Funeral Home in charge directed by
and F. Kelley, agency selace, C. Appleberry, R.
secretaries and (Tindall are
Hedgeman.
ProtecQ.
Union
Parrish,
story.
of
arrangements.
Life
L.
r;
cretaries;
manage
Williamson,
now engaged in the Red
He had planned to go to Raybon Hawkins, a faculty
tive is determined that
Starks, M. Thomas, E.
Lewis H. Twigg, chairman
Hat Special in many comMemphis
after graduation member, conducted the in- Dr. Robert L Owens, 111,1 was named the new president
ThoPhiladelphia
Hopkins,
E.
every
home
in
Q.
E.
B.
Norton,
and
board,
the
of
munities in Memphis, and
one
a brother and duction ceremony in a manner will be inaugurated as Knox- of Knoxville College on Nov.
Woods,
least
to
live
with
supervisor;
E.
have
at
will
agenmas,
Payne. director of
about
enthusiastic
were
ville College's tenth president 1, 1967, by the board of trusin learn the printing trade, his befitting the occasion.
policy
Protective
Brown, E. ThompUnion
row,
same
Lizzie
second
On
cies.
them
given
the reception
in two-day ceremonies, March tees.
Barber's
Carl
President
motto
sucompany's
mother
said.
Williams,
it.
The
manC.
Currie,
son,
V.
0.
are
order,
in the Walker Homes comHe is survived by three sis- message to his peers and par- 15, 16.
is: We Try Harder Because
pervisor; L. Williams. W.
He succeeds Dr. James
ager; S. Shaw, M. Romemunity last Friday. On
watch
Bradley,
Harold
ters,
Misses June Etta John- ents was accepted with much Dr. Owens, who was for- A. Colston, who resigned after
—
Relford,
M.
Smaller
Are
Wallace,
We
supervisor;
M.
ro,
are
front row, from left,
Us Grow and Grow With son and Yvonne Johnson, stu- enthusiasm and prolonged ap- merly dean of the College of 15 years to become president
J. Whalum, president; and
J. Franklin, and James
0. T. Turner, vice presiArts and Sciences at Southern
dents at Manassas, and Portia plause.
president
Us."
vice
E.
Horne,
0.
supervisors;
0.
Moses,
MackJ.
Hunt,
C.
dent;
See Page 2
mbar- University, Baton Rouge, La.,
inductees
Members
and
student
at
Johnson,
a
ThursMarie
Brown,
and
This
treaturer.
L.
Dixon.
W.
AnLowe,
lin, R. Thomas. I,enal
- -

Student, 17, Is Shot
As 1,800 Patrons Flee

Probation Given Two
In Nursing Home Case

13 Inducted Into Harry T. Cash
Honor Society At Hamilton High

Knoxville To Install
Its Tenth President

Attend The 'Jubilecti Friday Night, March 8, Ellis Auditorium Music Hall At 8:90,P. M.
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SATURDAY, MARCH I, 1968

Evers Asks US. To Prockim Him Winner
JACKSON, Miss. — When NAACP-leader-on-leave Charles and 233,665 white citizens as of the 1960 census, Evers polled of the Chancery Court and the first Negro membee of the
Evers amassed 33,173 votes and registered a lead of 4,907 almost one-third of the 115,000 votes cast.
Mississippi Legislature since the Reconstruction, campaigned
votes, against a white Southern Democratic conservative,
Mississippi law requires that office-holders must obtain on platform planks that he could best represent the poo r,
Charles Griffin, who had served for 18 years as top aide to 51 percPnt of the vote, which is in line with the whether black or white. Running as an Independent as some
Gov. John -el- Williams, the former congressman whose seat 1964 Supreme Court's "One Man, One-Vote" Decision.
other Negro winners had done, Evers said: "A Negro rlalb
was at stake in a special election, and five other white men
The failure of Evers to win the decision in the primary. ' belongs to no political party until he can make the vote cil
last week, it was realized by the nation's politicians that the or "first-time-out" votinr, destroys the delicate balance which his race felt as a vital factor."
Negro vote is now "fully of age" — even in the Deepest has existed in Mississippi Democratic liberal party circles
Part of Evers' failure to win completely in the primary
South.
between blacks and whites_
was that, as usual, whits threw fear into coming to the polls
Evers said later in the week that t h e Mississippi 1 a w
If Evers had followed the "suggestion" of many wh ite into a lot of Negroes after police shot three of his student
which will force him to take part in a run-off election next "moderate" Democratics and scorned alliance with the Missis- workers at Alcorn College.
Tuesday, March 12, against Griffin, the No. 2 vote-getter, is sippi Freedom Democratic Party, considered in
Students at the eolleg , which is the alma-mater of both
a southern-type law which was designed originally to keep ' white Democratic circles in the area to be a Ch rles Evers and his slain NAACP-piredecessor-b rothe r,
Negroes from winning offices. He so wired the U.S. Justice more extreme faction of Negro voters in the state, the Demo- Medgar Evers, had engaged avidly in distributing literature
Dept. and asked the latter to bring suit to declare the run , cratic "moderates" were talking of sending several Negroes and - ampaigning for Evers election to Congress.
off law unconstitutional •nd himself, Evers, the winner.
to the Democrat National Convention in Chicago this y e a r,
Just a week before the primary election, three students
It is said that in a run-off, with all of the white candidates thus obviating the completely-split -challenge" to the state's . at Alcorn who had distributed Evers literature were expelled
supporters backing a lone white candidate, Evers will not! lily-white delegation at the Democratic Convention in 1 9 6 4. ' from the school. When other students protested, a wave of
have a ghost of a chance.
which challenge was staged by the MFDP.
deputy sheriffs and police invaded the campus and shot
With 120,t.00
hites and 70,000 Negroes registered in a
But Evers, who was instrumental In electing 24 Negroes three Negro 'students. Then another wave of white Mississippi
congressional district in which there were 194,499 Negroes to local offices in Mississippi last November, including a clerk State Highway Patrolmen surged onto the same campus

two hours later and also terrorised the Alcorn students who
had been 1...ipporting Evers as one of the backbones of
his campaign.
Last year when Evers was campaigning for Negroes to
win office, a white extremist group shot one of Evers' Negro
workers down on thc main street of Fayette right after the
voting booths closed f...r the primary. The terror wave this
murder struck in the hearts of many of Evers' Negro workers resulted in every Negro candidate who had placed in a
run-off being defeated.
Held Over Second Big Week ...

I ihuz, DA IS

Knoxville

of Zolton Ferency. does not
share the same views on Vietnam. Fishman, a member of
the 18th Democratic Congressional District Committee, is
employed as Michigan Director
of Citizenship with the UAW.
Moderator for the evening's
discussion will be another active
Oakland County Democrat, Prolaw and has become a leader of fessor Roger Marx of Oakland
Michigan's peace movement.
University's Political Science
Sam Fishman, a'close friend Department.

The March 12 seminar is open !frank discussion of important ant prelude to the Democratic
to all who wish to attend. A l issues confronting our society. victories we seek this year."
question period will follow the!I am very pleased that we have
Another seminar on "Crime
formal panel presentation.
!obtained such an outstanding and Individual Liberties" will
Democratic County Chairman,!panel for a discussion of our be sponsored by the Oakland
George Googasian, stated that, I predominant national issu e. County Democratic Committee
"This is the type of build and Such discussions are an import- tat their April 9 meeting.
debate program so strongly recommended by our State Chairman, Sandy Levin. We Democrats in Oakland County wholeheartedly endorse the open and

1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:

SPENCER SIDNEY'KATHARINE
POITIER HEPBURN
TRACY
THE PICTURE
EVERYBODY'S
BEEN WANTING
TO SEE!

U.S. Role In Vietnam Set For Dem Debate
Oakland County Democrats Oakland County Board of Superhave scheduled an issues con- visors Auditorium, 1200 N. Teleference on the Subject "T b e graph Road, Pontiac.
U.S. Role in Vietnam" for their Ferency, former State DemoMarch meeting. Panel speakers cratic Party Chairman, w ill
will include two well known speak against the United States
Democrats, Zolton A. Ferency current Vietnam policy. Since
and Sam Fishman. The seminar resigning as Party Chairman
co Vietnam will be held at 8:00 last December, Ferency has re.p.m., Tuesday, March 12 at the turned to the private practice of
_
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LBJ Asking Industry To Go All-Out r

Continued Faom Page 1
_ I
of Bronx Community College
in New York.
built.
Dr. Owens, 43-year-old na- WASHINGTON — Even be in such programs as public homes were
Committee housing's turnkey development, Dr. Weaver was particularly
tive of Arcadia, Fla., is a gra- fore the President's
on Internal Disorders made rent supplement, government full of praise for such organiduate of Tuskegee Institute in
public its national-soul-search-,loans to borne owners for
Alabama and holds the
mas-f1ng analysis of the despicablelremodeling at 3 per cent in- zations as Allegheny Housing I
er of arts and
PhD.de..,rees'cause of riots in the nation's terest and outright grants of Rehabilitation Corp. in Pitts- i
,cities last year and the costly 11.500 to poverty-level home burgh in which agents of some I
but responsible cures which owners in conservation areas, 32 of the nation's giant cor-'1
kmerica will have to put into but would get a transfer of porations formed a firm to 1
execution in order not to immediate depreciation credit!rebuild homes in the nation i
change out "one-mui,, one- to their own taxes where new on Jan. 22.
,1
On this question, Henry Ford
II said in a recent interview . w
"It is no longer a question of
social justice and the principles
of democracy. Our very nadomestic
tional
unity and
peace are at stake."
On the housing situation. M U St
the President has been active
with the private business sec
tor also.
Within the past two weeks,
President Johnson delivered
CHICAGO — Jacques Cousin, the general manager of Dehis housing message to Congress in which he urged the troit's United Foundation, advised executives from the nation's
Congress to adopt a 10-year 37 largest cities that solutions to the problems of the urban
plan to build 6-million new poor need "the leadership and understanding of white suburhousing units in the ghettos at bia."
an estimated cost of $35-bilHe spoke at a three-day meeting in Chicago to explore ways
DR. R. L. OWENS
lion from public and private the federal government and the private sector can work to- I
in educational psychology from sources.
gether to find solutions to basic welfare problems arising out „
the University of Iowa City. To effect this plan, the Presi- of poverty.,
1
He has also studied at Har- dent would have Congress auThe meeting was the first of -seven regional institutes
thorize
and
form
a
National
vard University in Cambridge,
scheduled under the joint auspices of the Office of Economic I
Housing Corporation. Under Opportunity
Mass.
(0E0) and United Community Funds and Councils
the plan, as many as 100 of the
Be served as a U. S. Army
nation's largest corporations, of America (UCFCA).
instructor 1944-46 and partici- some
Speaking on 'Green Power' in the "Government-Voluntary —
of them with products
pated in a seminar in Teachused in housing which they Partnership," Cousin urged "all -who bear responsibility for I
ing and Learning at Colum-'
manufactured sell, would improving urban life totseek a way to make essentially white
bia University in 1957.
each put $1-million apiece in- suburbia realize it holds the key to the ghetto."
The following year he be- to the corporation or a total
He termed the poor or disenfranchised the single most
came dean of the graduate of over 31-billion.
important aspect of domestic policy and primarily •a problem
school at Southern University The National Housing Cor- of the largest cities.
and was elected to the Execu- poration would then provide
"They live in the very centers of our culture, our seats of
tive Committee on the Council up to 25 per cent financing to government where our industrial power and largest tax bases
of Graduate Deans of the private builders to construct are concentrated," Cousin pointed out.
American Association of Land the low and - middle-income
Grant Colleges and Universi- housing units for them. Some
ties in 1959.
of it would be built in the
He is married and the fa- suburbs but a great portion
ther of two sons, Raymond would be concentrated on re
Leon, 10, and Ronald Lloyd, building A m erica's central
six.
cities.
stir.
The inaugural ceremony will The
program
would
be
take place in the Giffen Alum- geared both toward luring
ni Memorial auritorium at whites back to the cities and
Only 11 Perfernitentes
3 p. m. and will be followed by to building homes for ghetto
PRICES' 12.50,'3, '3.50,'4
the Inaugural Reception in the dwellers in the suburbs.
College Center Ballroom on Heading t h e
worked out Comisnwhc the PresiSaturday, March 16.
-411111" WORLD'S GREATEST
The inaugural events will in- dent's housing plan was Edgar
ICE SPECTACULAR
F
Kaiser, the industrialist
clude a symposium at 2:30
p.m. in McMillan Chapel on who heads Kaiser Industries.
Friday, March 15, on the topic. To further advance this
23r0 EDITION To.‘41,
"The Future and Role of Non- program, last week Dr. Robert
Public Institutions of Higher C. Weaver, U.S. Secretary of
Housing and Urban DevelopLearning."

hite Suburbia
Understand
R
ace Problems

TUES., MAR. 26

SUNDAY, MAR. 31

7 Fabulous Productions

Probation

ment, announced the appointment of General Bernard A.
Schriever, Air Force, retired,
who developed the nation's intercontinental
ballistics
system, as special consultant on

business participation for HUD.
Dr. Weaver also announced
was a Memphis policeman.
that HUD was establishing
Mrs. Pendleton was beaten an Office of Business Particiby officers after they got to pation. Robert F. McAuliffe,
the establishment, and Mr. systems
executive
planning
Becton was arrested after de- for International Business Mamanding that they stop beating chines Corp., will be director
her.
of the new Office of Business
Mr. Bradford died 11 days af- participation.
ter being taken from the nurs- Corporations and others who;
invested large sums into the!
ing
home.Mrs. Pendleton and Mr. proposed N a tional Housing;
would not only
Becton will appear in City Corporation
Court in July, and the char- reap a rate of return on their
ges will be dropped if they investments of 13 to 20 per
have not been involved in fur- cent after taxes, due to the
many
government subsidies
ther Incidents.
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Here's how to get your
1968 car tags

KITS AVAILABLE AT, Cellimaam, All,
Memphis Sears Stares & Sears ia Jackson,
Tema. and Jonesboro. Ark., C.ekiserides Cear
T;e

Aviary.

FREE PARKING
Pft.if lot by 111";..1o, on If.

For Information on Special Group less

Call 275-7300
MAIL ORDER APPLICATION
CHECK PERFORMANCE DESIRED
•C Tem.. Mee 26, 7130 p
0 Wert, Mar. 77, 7,30 p.m
33,t,es., Mar. 29 MO p.m.

alief

Attu.

30. 2 30 p.m.

£h., Mar. 30, IleX1 p.m.
Diem.. Mar. 31, iSOpi.

Address: Shelby County Court Clerk, 157 Poplar, Memphis 38103.
Papers required: Your 1967registration receipt and title or title.
card. While not required, it will help if you also include the preprinted registration form mailed to most car owners from Nashville.
Cost: State tag—$18.75 per car (which includes 25¢ mailing fee),
check payable to Robert M. Gray. City of Memphis sticker—$10
per car, check payable to Sloan Craig, Collector. Single checks
may cover more than one car but separate checks are required'
for state and city licenses. Personal checks are acceptable only
on banks located within Shelby County.

OVER-THE-COUNTER SALES—Starting March 1
Sale Locations and Times: Shelby County Office Building, 157
Poplar; Sheriff's Office Sub-Station, 5705 Hemcrest; 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday; 8:30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. March
23 and 30,
Highway 51 S. and Winchester:9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through.
Friday; 830 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. March 23 and 30.
Merchants Building, Fairgrounds: Office open March 11 through
March 30, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday; 8:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. March 23 and 30.
Cost: State license $18.50; City sticker $10.
Papers required: You Must have your 1967 registration receipt
and a title or title.card to renew licenses. To save time, bring
with you the pre-printed registration form mailed to most car
owners from Nashville.

And here's how to pay for them conveniently
Use your Union Planters Bancardcheks to pay
for your new car licenses. Bancardcheks are
acceptable anywhere, to pay for anything. If
you're temporarily short of cash just write a
Bancardchek to create an automatic loan
which you can repay in easy installments.
And if you tlaven't yet discovered the convenience of Bancardcheks come into any
Union Planters Family Banking Center for
complete details now.

0 hi., Mow 2/, SAO p.se.0Soe , War 31, 440 pee.

THINKING ABOUT MAKING
MONEY?
w of co lifotios? We low* a swell
nIs coda bot ate chew*

brick 4000 sq. ft. building located in the very bears of
Castello Heights for rent. Hove yoe an idea' Wont to go
ie le/sines% fist yeerself? Can conceivably be divided
sig. His been esesi as a sop•toorket. Big epee areas.
Rest right for reliable intelligent operator. Ph...
abides Freeberg, 324-3508 (day) or 683-0595(night).
Lots talk abort rotor idea.

Jeaare, wader 16. half prise, Sm.!JO pm Owly
nomy ortier-M the a‘earia
faiMmil Is
eliale at
ter porlormamass chimist Make &so prasila
lothael
sa 14•11elay is Me sad mall
soahmall solf-miamessal ilirmelope
Holiday is fah laid4asah
Pairreamak, Mamphis. Team
31110d.
NAME

114101111

ADDRESS
CITY

• &TAU .........

MID-SOUTH COLISEUM

M

H
T •fl

Enjoy the convenience of Union Planters
Baricardcheks when you shop or travel

A

Union Planters
Member Feeistil Demo Irsvrence Corpmat.on

.I•11 101•••

CLIP OUT AND SAVE
4
)
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MAIL ORDERS—Accepted now through March 20

Warier' Ilrewetest IS.,.,
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Kansas PTA
Celebretes
Founders Day
Enthusiasm soared high in
the cafetorium of Kansas
School, Tuesday night, February 20, 1968 when the parents
and teachers rendered a program honoring the founders of
the P.T.A.
Guest speaker for the occasion was Rev. J.L. Netters,
councilnlan for ,District Six.
Beautiful music was rendered
by the Fannie Clark singers
under the direction of Mrs.
Fannie Clark, and the Kansas
Chorus under the direction of
Mrs. Shirley Vann
After the program, the P.T.A.
sponsored a Coffee Hour, honoring the speaker and distinguished guests.
Mrs. Bessie Lawson is president of the P.T.A. and C.J.
Patterson Jr. is the principal.

FOUNDERS DAY SPEAKER — Councilman J. L.
Netters was the guest
speaker when the PTA of
Kansas- Elemental"
, school

observerd Founders' bay
recently. Seated on platform behind him, from left,
ate Principal C. J. Patterson, Jr., Mrs. Bessie Law-

son, PTA president; and
Rev. B. R. Booker. pastor
of the Mount /ion .ME
church.

Memphis Beauticians Meet In Chattanooga

36 Memphians
Listed On Lane
Honor Roll

F
.
JUNIOR CIVIC CLUB —
Officers of the Elliston
Heights Junior Civic Club
were installed recently with
Rev. D.E. Herring, pastor

of Second Baptist Church
at Marianna, Ark., in
charge. Seated from left
are Misses Margaret Caine,
Alicia Barnes, Gwendolyn

ELLISTON CIVIC CLUB —
Councilman Fred
Davis
was guest speaker when
the officers of the Elliston
Heights Civic Club were installed on Monday night,
Feb. 19, at the Dunn Avenue E 1 ementary School.

Seated from left are Mrs.
Nacissa Jones, Mrs. V. R.
Goodman, Arnett Hirsch,
president; Mrs. Odd Townsend, assistant secretary,
and Mr. G. L. Pitts. On
back row, from left, are
Leroy Norton, Leroy Baker,

Blakley, vice president;
Laurice Brown, assistant
secretary, and Gwendolyn
Webster. Standing from
left are Mrs. Katie Brown,

advisor; Fred Brown,
president; Mrs. G.W. Kirk,
assistant advisor, and Erwin Jone s. (McChriston
Photo)

Oscar Gates, vice president; John Bolden, Rev. H.
Bennpin, Rev. G. L. Pitts,
chaplain; Councilman Davis and Rev. D. E. Herring,
who installed the officers.
Not shown is Mrs. Selma
Baker, s e c retary. Mr.

Hirsch has been president
of the club for four years.
the club is actively affiliated with the Bluff City
and Shelby County Council
of Civic Clubs.

Mrs. Whitson is survived by
three sisters, Mrs. Mary E.
Doss and Mrs. Sedelia Marr,
St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Armelia Griffin of Milwaukee,
Wis., a brother, Leroy Wilson
of Hazlewood, Miss.; and other
relatives.
Active p a 1 lbearers were
Done My Work."
James Evans, George Isabel,
Remarks were made by Bennie McKennie, A. R. RichRev. C. F. Williams, grand ardson, Cassell B. Hughes,
master of the Prince Hall Roosevelt Jenkins, Larry PenGrand Lodge, Free and As- dergrass and Andrew Rosser.
sociated Masons, and acknow- Interment was in Elmwood
ledgments read by Mrs. Alice cemetery with T. H. Hayes
Jackson.
and Sons Funeral Home in
Aside from her husband, charge of arrangements.

Final Rites Held For
Mrs. Rosa B. Whitson

Funeral services were held
recently, at the Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral for Mrs. Rosa Wilson Barnes Whitson, an outstanding member of the Order
of the Eastern Star for more
than 46 years.
Delivering the eulogy was
Rev. G. C. Jenkins, grand prelate, with Rev. J. D. Atwater,
pastor of the Greenwood CME Irsommonowsommismsemsus••••
b
church, presiding at the fune- a
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
ral service. •
Mrs. Whitson was for the past
15 years the Grand Worthy MaEffective November 29 1965
a
tron of Excelsior Grand Chap8 A.M.-6 P.M.
a
ter, Order of the Eastern Star,•
a
Sat or S4/0. $125
Monday
Prince Hall Affiliation, Ten- III
II
8 set open SAM to 6 P M
nessee Jurisdiction.
thru
a
Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P M.
III
A native of Okolona, Miss., 8
a
Friday
she was the daughter of the
U
late Rev. and, Mrs. John W.
Wilson. She attended the pub- a
M
3100 Summer at Baltic
lic schools in t hat city and al
studied at Rust College at Ilmansmsostion•smoomism•••ammallif
Holly Springs, Miss., before
starting her teaching career
in Okolona.
She later moved to Memphis
and was married to the late
Mr. Amos Barnes. Following
his death, she became the wife
of Otis Whitson in 1942:
Mrs. Whitson was a member
DRAPERIES
of the Excelsior Grand Chapter
aced
of the Order of the Eastern
SLIP COVERS
Star for more than 46 years
and served as grand organist,
assistant s e c retary, grand
vro%1''
secretary, and grand princess
captain of what is known as
_the Rosa B. Whitson Grand
Guild.
Soloists on the funeral program were Mrs. Ruby Winters, singing "The Last Mile of
the Way;" and Mrs. Beatrice
4.arm ;/14 4
Pendergrass, Who sang "I'Ve

ia CAR
,

-

ar

CHANDLER, Ariz. — SecLieutenant Daniel
B.
ond
Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Brown of 1937 Quinn
been
ave., Memphis, has
awarded U.S. Air Force silver
pilot wings upon graduation
at Williams AFB, Ariz.
specialized
air
FolloWing
crew training at Fairchild
AFB, Wash., he will be assigned to a unit of the Pacific Air
Forces.
A graduate of Manassas
High school, Lieut. Brown attended the University of Illinois and earned his bachelor
of arts degree from Lane College in Jackson, Tenn., where
he was a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity.

$
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Over 40 Models to choose from

With Big 180 Sq. In, Picture
and Full, True Color Bright
Picture.
ALL THIS FOR ONLY

'349

Base
Opt.
l.40DEL
CD8SY

Compare 'the rich welnuf-grahoed finish,
the refinement of picture tube mask sad controls with far mom costly rt.

NO MONEY DOWN! 1st PAYMENT MAR. 15 19681

SYLVANIA

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

Early American

COLOR

EARN $1 to $5
every week
In spare time
and Win free Prizes—

CONSOLE TV
A Big 291Sq. in. Pic.

$49

Yalveble &twists:
experience gained will
I, el life-leng benefit.
If You A,.. Boy 12 or Wiley Use This Carport New
'Proit Nomeond Address Below •
Tr.-State Defender

236 S. Donny Thomas Blvd.

Model

Memphis, Tenn.

5e.”1 my first bundle of papers,

Clip Out This
Coupon

Data torn

Are You a Boy? _.

Mail Today

Street and No.
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Come and See
1883 LAMAR

BY

or Just Call
275-1101
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. SECURITY Is
'SELLING CARS
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-

$400,000 worth of NEW

t A-%
e

APPLIANCES

•
o

Approve
We Credit

SAVE MONEY

I
•
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-

PRIDDY & BURGESS

_
SAVE MONEY—
.
SAVE MONEY
.
SAVE MONEY

SAVE MONEY

C

boyarree,
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Zip Cote No.
last
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we Service What We Sell
OPEN NITES ••• SALES & SERVICE

mar ........
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Post Office . •

In an Envelope

CF 451

All SIN1 Chan* a Colonial design, in Map!e
-or Wrist. 1151 solee.bright picture tube.

Name

In Care of ........

and
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Memphian Irms
Pilot Wings

Deluxe
Portable

Grab This Opportunity to

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
a

Decorator
SHADES

SYLVANIA RATED #1

12e:
Boys ,

WASH $ 24

YOU GET
QUALITY

At the close of the first
semester, there were 174 students making the honor roll at
Lane College, it was announced this week by George
L. Thacker, Registrar.
Of that number, there were
36
Memp Mans;
Lois J.
Thomas, Martha L. Johnson,
Norma L. Branch, Jessie V.
Furlow, Melody Golden, Myrtle
Greer, G e neice
Richmond,
Shirley Stokes, Dorothy Ellis,
Vivian Lomax, Allie Macklin,
Alma C. Nichols, Joyce A.
Parson, Charles E. Burton and
Joan M. Jones.
Also Dorothy M. Pugh, Norma J. Smith, Margaret E.
Turner, Dorothy J. Buckley,
Delores Brookins, Cloteal V.
Crawford, Doris J. Davis,
Glenda Giles, Evelyn Hall,
Carolyn H. Harrison, Polly
R. Joyner, Joyce McIntosh,
Mary F. Pickens, Barbara
Campbell,
Garmer • Currie,
Patricia Harris, Brenda House,
Evelyn King, Patricia Odell,
Howard
W a I lace, Dorothy
Spencer, and Patti Weaver.

Tennessee's Top Ten hair- under the supervision of Mrs. use of the new style creator
dressers held their annual Lillian D. Robinson.
hair strate permanent, and
session in Chattanooga in The theme of the meet was Mrs. Beth Jo Turner from AtChattanooga Feb. 25-27.
"I Can't Wait — It's '68; lanta on hand from Clairol
The opening session was What's New? I Challenge to teach hair coloring.
held at the Holiday Inn-Golden You!"
Members present from MemGate, beginning with break- The asymmetrical cut and phis were Mrs. Charlene Gould
fast. Business meetings and the pivot point system were of Charmel's Beauty Salon,
classes in the theory of hair taught
by
the
instructor, and Miss Bubye Henderson of
were
held
throughout the Mrs. Robinson.
Thomas's Beauty Salon.
first day.
Mrs. Roy Dukes and Mrs. Other members were present
Classes on Monday and Tues- Lois Smith of the Summit from
Clarksville, Nashville,
day were held at the Lidora Laboratories of Atlanta were Alcoa, Knoxville and ChattaAdvance
Studio there to instruct classes in the nooga.
Hairstyling

PHONE I II...

'68

67 Ramblers at reduced prices
and'

Choice of Colors
Varied Styles
FREE Estimates .
All fabrics
IN stock
reduced

20%

i
n
2
sr
31'
<
40

TERMS ARRANGED TO

1
1

SUIT YOUR BUDGET
Samples shown in the
home without obligation.
Slip Covers cut in the
hoot. for‘porfoct fit.

ESTIMATES ARE FREE

'68 AMERICAN

'68 JAVELIN

Equipped with Shift Command
automatic tranyrisli°11, heal
er*
system,
44""r
'umlfro'
"
( mil"
passenger seat belts, and other
factory accessories less air condi.
tioning. Sir. No. A8A852B130827.

6-pass .2-door sedan. Equipped
with seat beits, shoulder belts,
heater and other standard factory
accessories. Ser. No. A224475,

2-door hardtop. Equipped with
syncrornesh transmission shoulder
straps, engine *mission :patrol sys-ti4
" With *Sher standard factory
equipment.

,

S

1
0

I

$100 -,,,,,,,, m.iithTire

•

1790

$2260
.
SECURITY.RAMBLER

! $2387

LOWEST PRICES ALWAYS

695 Union

c

2
I

'68 AMBASSADOR

NO OBLIGATION

..,E
z

"
'
t low enou•h, make us an offer.
If the •rice isn

0•••••••••••
•• ••"0,444‘

Z

$50 d::: p7:?

PaY•leat.

'4.2i15L-Pitk
Vanilla/its

$i00 DOSTrel—N.k.

"Oar serylco is so good it soils cars"

$ SAVE MONEY — SAVE MONEY.

SAVE MONEY

SAVE MONEY— SAVE MONEY
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JA $4391

Demonstrator Sale I.
Demos 6 Company

Cars
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FobaleaS

Price Itadvctloas
I
0

EXAMPLES:
REBEL convertible, radio Niger,
many other extras. Factory now
car warranty
$1997
AMBASSADOR 4 door station wagers.
radio, losaiw, eatereetic. $2107
air conditioned ..
°I
AMBASSADOR 4 deer, mite, heater,
air eendifioeing, *Mod windshield, Gemposy driven. Now bar price $3532.
(3 to choose from)
Sale price
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.
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Public Meet Monday
Kicks Off 'Outreach'

Charge Negro Youth,18,
In Defensive Shooting

An hour-long public meeting, project a success," Mr. Small
from 7 to 8 Monday night said from project headquarters
March 11, at LeMoyne College In the Mutual Federal Buildwill kick off Project Outreach, ing, 588 Vance.
a business training and de- Be pointed out that the provelopment program sponsored ject also has the support of
by the Memphis chapter of the Memphis Chamber of Corn.
the National Business League. merce.
Berkeley G. Burrell of Wash- Management training
will
ington, D. C., national presi- be the main purpose of Prodent of the Business League, ject Outreach which is being
is coming to Memphis to ad-.funded by the Office of Econodress the kickoff meeting. He mic Opportunity, the Ecotiowill be accompanied by Con- mie Development Administragressman Joe Evans (4th Dis. ton and the National Business
trict, Tennessee), chairman League.
of the Small Business Ad- Similar projects are being
launched in 12 other cities
ministration Committee.
Leonard J. Small, director and the National Business
of the project, said classes in League hopes to produce a
business training and manage- total of 40 candidates for
ment will be conducted at Le- management trainee jobs, 240
Moyne starting around March trainees to open new busi
29. Mr. Small is on a 12- nesses on a sound basis, and
months leave from the State 500 persons already in business
who are interested in improvDepartment of Personnel.
mg
performance.
He said city, county, state
their
George
A. Stevens, board
and federal officials, along with
•
chairman
of Bondol Laborsowners of large and small
president of the 200businesses
and
prospective --—' is
strong Memphis chapter of
enrollees have been invited to
the National Business League.
the opening meeting.
Secretary of the chapter is
"Affluent businessmen are Lawrence S. Wade, vice presijoining hands with small busi- dent-manager of Mutual Feness people to help make thisI deral.

Dr. Mitchell Speaks At
Third Honors Banquet

al,

MILWAUKEE, Wis. —(UPI) ony but since it was a case
— A Negro youth who had of one friend going to the
gone to the aid of two friends aid of another, a misdemeanor
—one of them white—when warrant was issued.
said
Edward
I.
they were attacked by a gang Police
has been charged with reck- Schackelford, 18, shot a 17
year-old who later admitted
less use of a weapon.
Deputy Dist. Atty. Gearld P. being one of several Negro
Boyle said Tuesday the inci- youths who set upon Jerry A
dent, in which one of the as- Spencer, 16 a white youth, and
sailants was shot twice, would Spencer's Negro companion,
normally be considered a fel- Hermond Peterson, 19.

ST1
Abs
tar.
pat
ced

TWO HST PLACES TO III-MORE CAIFOR VIVI 111EV!
PTA FOUNDERS DAY —
The Booker T. Washington
High School PTA observed
Founders Day on Feb. 19
in the school auditorium,
and Res. J.L. N et t e r s,
councilman from District
Six was the guest speaker.

Seated from left are Mrs.
Edna H. Webb, president:
Mrs. Lillie Belle Johnson,
room representative; Rev.
Netters and Mrs. Grace
Carrodine, queen of the
PTA. Standing, from left,
are Mrs. Dorothy Russell,

past
president, wearing
ribbons of the PTA colors;
Mrs. VIlirie Fifer, second
vice president; Mrs. Juanita Y. Chambers, chairman
of Founders Day; and, John
W. Powell, a member of
the
Washington
faculty

standing in for Principal
J.D. Springer, who was absent because of a death in
his family. Rev. Netters is
holding a certificate from
the Tennessee Congress of
PTA.

NASHVILLE — The third students to prepare themselves
annual banquet of the Tennes- for leadership roles.
•
see State University's Honors President of the Davidson
Program was. held last week. County Independent PoLtical
The guest speaker was Dr. Council, he was recently cited
Edwin H. Mitchell, chairman "Man of the Year" by Fronof the Metropolitan Nashville tiers International, in recogniHuman Relations Commission. tion of his civic activities.
The banquet was held in the Following the address, offia
Gold Room of the Green Hills cers of the Honors Program The Booker T Washington Tribute to past presidents of As a representative of the The certificate and pin are
B&W Cafeteria with Dr. Mc- were installed by Miss Lois'High School PTA presented the PTA was given by Mrs. grade with the largest num- symbols of a fraternity of
Donald Williams. Honors Pro- McDougall of the history facul- its annual Founders Day pro_ Vilirie Fifer. Music was by ber of parents in attendance, men and women whose congram director, in charge. It tsgram in the school auditorium the PTA ensemble of faculty Mrs. Christine Hill was pre- cern is children, and the presented a gift on behalf of the sentation was made by Mrs.
was dedicated to the first grad- The officers are William on Feb. 19, and the theme was members.
The guest speaker. Rev, twelfth grade.
uates of the program inaugu- Choctaw, Nashville, president; .cier
Edna H. Webb, president of
rated at Tennessee State in Jimmie Hayden, vice president lightened Citizenship and Con- J. L Netters, councilman from A state life membership the PTA.
1964-85 who will earn their Leslie Minor, tiecretary; Miss scientious Involvement in Civic District Six, was introduced certificate and pin was pre- Observance of Founders Day
,by Mrs. Lillie Belle Johnson, sented to J. D. Springer, prin. provides an opportunity to indegrees in June.
Mary Burgess, assistant secre7 Affairs."
Iltev. Netters is also the pas. cipal of the school, in recogni- crease the public understandDr. Mitchell, associate pro- tary; Frank Sessoms, treasurfessor of radiology at Meharry er; Misses Janice Jones and Devotion was by the gleelor of Mount Vernon Baptist tion of his outstanding contri- ing of the purpose of the work
Medical College, both by pro- Martha Walker, editors of the club directed by E. L. Pender.'church.
bution to the cause of chil- of the Parent-Teacher Associafessional preparation and com- "Honors Newsletter," and Miss
tion, both past and present.
dren and youth.
munity involvement challenged Winifred Williams, reporter.

Conyers, Ali

Agree

FOR

PHOTOGRAPHS
•WED131,41064
*PARTIES* .
CLUMP

served By Wash ngton High PTA

Founders Da

Militant

CONTINENTAL.

Poet

On

Riots

NEW HAVEN, Conn. — failing to understand th
A silent prayer for peace at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at
at
Arlington cemetery. About 3,000 persons joined in the service led '(UPI) — Rep. John Conyers, "words are better than bulby(I. to r.) Rev. Martin Luther King; James Abernathy, assistant D.-Mich., said the report of the lets."
to Mr. King; Rabbi Maurice N. Eisendrath, President of The President's Advisory Commis"There is black unity in
Union of American Hebrew Congregations; Rabbi Abraham Hesehel of the Jewish Theological Seminary. The meeting was spon- sion on Civil Disorders had Newark. The fires did it, they
succeeded in making "respec- made us blacker,"
sored by Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam.
Jones said.
Symbols uttered the unspoken word. The Torah Scroll, which table" the belief that America He said Newark
Negroes now
had belonged to President John F. Kennedy is carried by Rabbi has a racist society.
are more concerned about
Eisendrath. He had presented the Torah to the late President at
The words of the Detroit gaining political power in the
a White House ceremony in 1961 on behalf of the VATIC.
Following the- assassination, the Kennedy Family temporarily congressman were underlined city. "The black element inreturned the Torah to the VAHC Religious Action Center in by Muhammad Ali and LeRoi tends to govern," Jones said.
Washington to hold until the completion of the John F. Kennedy Jones in separate speeches' During Jones'
performance
Memorial Library where it will find its permanent home. The 200- here.
the former world heavyweight
year-old scroll previously belonged to the founder of American
Conyers, who has described boxing champion, who prefers
Reform Judaism, Rabbi Isaac Mayer Wise, who brought it from
Bohemia when he came to this country to escape religious perse- himself as a Negro 'mod- to be known by the Black Muscution.
erate," spoke at Yale Univer- lim name of Muhammad All,
sity's Pierson Colleg e. He dropped by "to see my friend
warned that there will be more LeRoi."
rioting "unless we can control All stayed onie briefly bethe provocative acts of the fore going on to a meeting of
his own at the Dixwell Cornpolice."
Conyers, the first and only munity House.
Negro member of the House There he told an all-Negro
judiciary committee, told mem _ audience that the "white esbers of Yale's Black Student tablishment" has become more
I Alliance that American city and more scared of black powdwellers were "tense and er "and is trying to buy us
restless." But, he said. "it's all"
always darker
the "The white man is a devil,"
before
Clay said. "He will try to
dawn."
On the riots report, Conyers prove that he isn't by giving
WASHINGTON — President Johnson's Commis- said, "the one thing the report you a new housing project."
did accomplish was to make All said whites are trying
sion on Internal Disorders warned here last weekend • the notion that we live in a ra- to "brainwash" Negroes and
that bias and discrimination now intimately threat- cist society a respectable In some ways have succeeded.
Every Negro who attains any
en the future of every American" and not only Ne- one.•'
form of 'facial success is usualand
Negro
Jones,
poet
the
drastic
new
groes and must be fought by the most
playwright, appeared in a sep- lY working "for something
measures and expenditure of dollars, which it is esti- la rate program at Yale. Pro- white." he said.
mated, would be a cost of many billions, such as are ceeds, estimated at $1,000, went The fighter — stripped of his
to a defense fund for Jones to title after refusing induction
now being spent in Vietnam.
fi ht his conviction for carry into the Army — quoted his
The report did not set a tion this coming summer said: ling guns during the Newark latest poem:
price but it listed so many' "We recognize that the con- riot last summer.
"Hell no,
costly remedies which must tinuation of disorders and the Jones recited poems with in"1 ain't gonna go;
be done that it would add up polarization of the races would strumental
and
background
"What the hell,
to that much.
provide fertile ground for or- talked about the situation in
"Take me to my cell.
The report said that the only ganized exploitation in the Newark. He accused the city
"Better there fed
alternative to this would be future"
administration — and the "Ma"Than
in V ie tn a mthe violently-splitting up of The report listed police prae- fia that runs Newark" — of
dead."
the nation into two socieites. tires, unemployment and bad
one mostly white, suburban housing as the chief causes of
and affluent, and the other the riots. Segregated and low
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
mostly black and poor and,quality e d u cation In the
ghetto-located. definitely un- ghettos was pointed out as an
equal economically, or other- immediate friction. The great
and Accessories
wise, in a garrison state.
majority of the rioting was
The report said: "The urban done, according to a survey, by
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
disorders of the summer of the "typical rioter." He was
Place Your Order Now
196'7 were not caused by. nor, a teen-age drop-out of high
For Individuals And Groups
were they the consequences of school age, who had more
any organised play or "con-1 training than most of the imCALL, WRITE Of WIRE
spiracy."
neighbors
migrated
N e gro
cesavaission laid essen- who lived in the same comCUSTOM
TAILORS
tial blame for the rioting fully munity but did not take part.
at the door of "white racism" He was born in the commuwhich has definitely been on nity but bated it.
INC.
tbe rise in the United States' He was usually underemsince World War
ployed in a menial job. His
241 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
It noted a minor responsibili antagonism was thus obviously
Memphis,
Teanatsa•
disorderedly
and violently addressed to a
ty for some of the
Acton on the part of black society which had not prepared
'YOUR Ceetpassy Maftas Whe Yen A64 lee And
militants and -agitators," and him for life, advancement, or
Croatia What Yee Usk* or
pointing to possible new Mc- hope in the future.

Civil Strife Probe
Says U.S. Ripping
Into 2 Societies
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PHONE
BANKAMERICARQ
526.11397
for appointment
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FOOD STORES

Save Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 1%. refund to your church or
favorite charity.

UP TO $1000 CASH
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ESSO Names Employee
Relations Advisor

GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF'

rfairms

SKIN
BATON ROUGE, L.A.
hers of his class by vorku.
James C. Cook, a member of, nights and weekends during
the Mechanical Facilities De- the 1935-38 academic year, in
partment at Humble Oil's bigl order to earn the additional
SKIN
refinery here, has been pro- credits he needed for his
meted to the position of em- diploma.
ployment adviser in the re- Besides serving as union
SKIN
finery's Employee Relations secretary and union vice presiDivision.
dent at the Baton Rouge re- 1 PALMER'S"MN SUCCESS" OINTMENT..
A graduate of Southern Uni- finery in earlier years, Mr.•
Relieves Itching, Scaling arid
versity in Baton Rougc, Mr. Cook was a leader in efforts1
Irritation of Psoriasis.
Cook has long 'been a leader that e s t ablished employeei
MILT:P15(1
,
n.ali,
k
in community-service ergani- health and credit-union proAT ANY PRICE
SIZE
zationz and activities. •
grams. He and his wife live
At Hum bic's Baton Rouge at 8208 Scenic Highway in
GET HEAB-TO-TOE PROTECTION
with the deap.ecting foamy medication
refinery, largest h. the U.S., Baton Rouge.
of 'SKIN SUCCESS" S001. It be.auti
bathes while it fights germs that often
he has headed or held high Baton Rouge.
aSaaaaa te perspiration odors...makes
office in several employee or- They will celebrate their 30th
you sure you're nice to be floor.
PALMERI "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.
organizations, including the wedding anniversary in June
largest union of refinery em- of this year. Mr. Cook is a
ployees.
native of Jackson, Louisiana.

Amismima.
BUS PRESSING?

SCALING

IRRITATED

Coil AfiliffiCan Budge CONOISOINS

525-8551
Net • loan company, no CO.
obligation.
s,gr.
say as
at
if you owe
$1,000....515 wk.
$2,000.-525 wk.
$3,000. —535 Yi
gasp your «iicht r•trig good.
Call Amer-coo Budget Counselors
for free offic• or home appointresat oe stop In at $02 !X
mai. Bldg.
Erfl,

say99

STUDENTS VISIT MSU —
About 20 Lincoln Elementary school students participating in a federally
ced remedial program for

slow readers were guests
in a North African history
class at Memphis State
Cnisersity
recentk. Dr.
Dal% an Coger,.history pro-

fessor at Memphis State,
said the sixth grade students have been studying
similar material being presented to his regular un-

dergzadnate class. Dr. Coger spoke to this group at
Lincoln earlier In the school
year.

3•Clir+f

or

111.111111.1111111,

Before his promotion to em- His wife is the former Miss
ployment adviser, he served Ruby Darensbourg o f Baton
as a group leader and crewn Rouge.
chief in Mechanical Facilities
Department
operations.
He
started out at the refinery
more than 32 ygars
Mr. Cook is a member of the
. Mayor's Community Relations
Committee in Baton Rouge
and a board member of the
Baton Rouge Chapter of the
In order to comply with the Federal Court Order stating the plan of desegre.
The Magnificent Ones Soc. Red Cross. He is a inemer
gation
for the Shelby County Schools, it is necessary that all students or 'their parents
ial club celebrated its sixth I board member of the Baton
make a choice of school to attend for the 1967-68 school year. Attendance Zones
anniversary
recently at
a Rouge Area United Givers
are the same as last school year and each student will be permitted a choice of anyluxurious suite in the Sheraton- ! volunteer fund-raising organischool in his attendance zone or the school he is presently attending, with the exzation,
and
still
is
active in the
Peabody hotel Hors d'oeuvres
ception of Zone II, wherein students Grades 1-10 will be assigned to the Schools
, work of the United Givers'
and cocktails were served.
within the geographical boundaries established for each school. Boundaries of Zone
planning council.
Members were attired in
II are as follows: Beginning on the Northwest at the I.C.R.R. and Brooks Road, East
Father of five, he is secrebeautiful lounging outfits of
on Brooks Road to Airways, South on Airways to Holmes Road, East on Holmes
tary of the Catholic High
various designs and
music School Men's Club.
Road to Swinnea Road, North on Swinnea Road to the point where Arnold
Two
sons
, was played by J. B. Brooks
Road exte-nded intersects Swinnea Road, East from this point to Tchulahoma Road.
• are still in high school, two
of a local radio station.
South on Tchulahoma Road to the Tennessee-Mississippi State Line, West along the
daughters are married, and a
i Guests
w e re
entertained third daughter is now a senier
Tennessee-Mississippi State Line to the I.C.R.R., North along the 1.C.R.R. to Bricks
with a game called "Time at Xavier University in New
Road and the point of beginning. It does not matter which school the student has
Bomb,- card games, and all Orleans.
been attending, and it does not matter whether the school chosen was formerly a
enjoyed the affair by chatting
Mr. Cook completed nearly
white or a Negro school.
and dancing.
all of a regular four-year colA choice of school is required for eack student. No student can be enrolled
Club
member, are
Mrs. lege, program in three years.
at any school next year unless a choice of schools is made. The choice period will
'Shirley Caple, Mrs. Claytine took a job at the Humble Oil
extend from March 1 through March 31, 1968.
Coleman, Mrs. Mary Crowley, refinery during his summer
The parent or other adult person acting as parent of every child entering ft*
Mrs. Jamie Hester, Mrs. Caul- vacation in 1935. and received
first grade is required to choose the school his child will attend. Choices will also be
dine Penn. Mrs. Marva Peter- , his bachelor of science degree
required of any new student moving into the system.
son.
mrs. Marva Peterson, in 1936 along with other memFAULKNER
LECTURER
Religious Emphasis observForms for making this choice of school will be given to each child for delivery.
vocations, seminars and lee
Mrs. Ruby Mans, Mrs. Fran— Dr. Charles E. Brodie,
ance last week. A popular
tures, opening with retreat ces Miller, Mrs. Bobbie McGee
to parents through the school the child now attends. These forms will give the names
second from left, president
preacher and organist
on the ABTS campus. From
of the schools from which a choice may be made in each school area. They must
and
Mrs. Rose
Monger.
of the American Baptist
among college and univerleft are Miss Barbara G. Charles Ray is club sweetbe filled out and returned, either by mail or delivered by hand, to any school or to
Theological Seminary, was
sity students, he spoke on
Kennedy, Fort Pierce, Fla., heart.
the address above by March 31, 1969. No choice will be denied for any reason other
surrounded by faculty and
"The Minor Prophets Speak
convocation chairman: Dr.
than overcrowding. In case of overcrowding, those in the zone livinir•nearest the'
The affair was the club's
students following his deto the Critical Generation."
Boddie, Nyong Essien, Ni- first event
school will be given preference.
of the new year.
livery of the Faulkner LecAlong with TSU and ABTS,
geria, West
Africa; in
Transportation will be provided to all pupils, without regard to race, color or
ture at Tennessee State uniFisk shares in the Religicharge of assemblies; and
the
school
previously attended, subject fo the provisions of state law.
versity during the 28th anous Emphasis Week proDr. William Simmon,s, uniMUSICALE PRESESTED
No principal, teacher or other school official is permitted to influence anyone
niversary of Tr -Campus
gram, which includes conversity minister.
in making a choice. No one is permitted to favor or penalize any student or other,
The monthly musicale of
person because of a choice made. Once a choice is made, it cannot be changed'
Ford Chapel AME Zion church'
during the school year for which it applies except for serious hardship.
was held there on last Sunday,
All school-connected services, facilities, athletics, activities and programs are
and a number of churches and
open to all on a desegregated basis. Faculties will be desegregated, and no staff
choirs were guests.
SPEAKING CONTEST
The board is deeply grateful members at Lane Chapel for
member will lose his position because of race, color or national origin. This includes
In charge of the musicale.
I
The students of Stigall Ele- to the principals and faculty answering
the
any case where less staff is needed becau:e schools are closed or enrollrnent is reduced.
Macedonian, were Mrs. Mary Johnson and
nentary 4-H club held their at Stigall and the pastor andicall.
Mrs. M. H. Barton.
annual public speaking con-,
JAMES C. COOK
.est in the library of the school.
The speakers chose their own
material and were judged on
the quality, presentation and
ability to create and maintain the interest from the listteners.
Those receiving blue ribbons
will compete with winners from
FULLY EQUIPPED, AIR CONDITIONED
other clubs in the county.
From the fifth grade. awards
DELMONT TOWN SEDAN
went to Mary McHaney, Cynthia McCurry. Dianne Donald
and Karen Currie. From the
seventh grade were Tyrone
Lowery, Pamela McHaney and
Mary Brown.
From the eighth grade the
Delmont 88 Town Sedan
awards go to Debbie Rembert
and Sylvia Fly. Last year's
• AUTOMATIC
• 350 ENGINE
• POWER STEERING
winners, Beverly Lowery and
•
POWER
BRAKES
•
RADIO
• FACTORY AIR • WHITEWALLS
Bettye Ceaves, will compete
again this year in the County
• CHROME DOORFRAMES • SEAT BELTS • WHEEL COVERS
contest.
• TINTED GLASS • DELUXE WHEEL • ALL SAFETY FEATURES
Judges for the contest were.
Mrs. Jennie S. Vance former
school teacher; Mrs. Carol
Hawks, a speech therapist for
the Humboldt city schools,
and David Lamb a TVA representative.

uy U.S. Saving Bonds

Magnificent

Ones Observe

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Anniversary

ALL SHELBY COUNTY SCHOOL PUPILS

HUMBOLDT NEWS

411,

PRYOR'S DELMONT 88
SUPER SPECIAL

The Natural look is here.

3568

Give Olds
Youngwheels

TEA BANQUET
Mrs. Ola Mae Mathis, the
wife of the pastor of Morning
Star Baptist church here was
special soloist at a banquet
sponsored by the Tennessee
Education Association in the
TEA Auditorium in Nashville.
As this was a public relations effort on the part of the
TEA, special guests included
the members of the legislative
body of our state. Humboldt
feels highly honored to have
one of its citizens so highly
praised for her renditions.
As one of many talents, Mrs.
Mathis was guest speaker for i
the annual Woman's Day att
the Metropolitan Baptist church
Memphis. Accompanying I
in
her there was her mother,

Mrs. Cassie Lanier, and Mesdames Valentine Carr, Roxie
Harrell and _ Annie Bryson
from her church. They reported a lovely message to a
lovely crowd.
BOY KILLED
A hit and run driver struck
and killed little Steven Bonds,
near Stigall Elementary. He
was the sou of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Bonds and a former stu
dents at Gillespie Kindergarten
and was in the first grade at
Stigall.
Gillespie students moved to
Stigall Elementary for the
day, as moving took place so
the school might get a general
remodeling. They spent all of
Fikiity at Stigall and were
shOwn pictures that were so intetenting for them and given

dinner.
They -Will be housed in tint

Lane Chapel CME church until the bunch* is completed.
I.
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2525 Summer

324.7341

YOU DON'T NEED ANY MORE
"OPEN" HOUSING!
What's needed is a lot of
"Closed" Homes
We mean homes with
1. Roof "Closed" to keep out Rain
2. Walls "Closed" to keep out Cold
3. Floors "Closed" to keep out Rats
prepared
to deliver such brand new Homes to people who want a
We are
brick, two-bedroom, air-conditioned Townhouse in good location.
Payments under FHA terms should be for $70—$80 monthly and you're
owner of your own Home. If you make $250—$300, you're O.K.
We need to know how many are interested, and in what location so that
we can get started as soon as possible.

DUKE for the Natural man

RAVEEN for the Natural woman

It's what's happening! The new manly way to wear your hair
— and Duke Natural, the way to groom it. First, a quick
spray with Duke Natural Easy Comb lets a comb breeze
through even the thickest hair. Then once over lightly with
Duke Natural Spray Sheen revitalizes your hair. Leaves it
looking soft, alive (not sticky or gummy). It's the neat-and natural look. And ail it takes are a few seconds — and Duke.

Beautiful, proud, unmistakably you. No wonder more and
more women are wearing the Natural, and grooming it with

$1.50 each.

Raveen Au Naturelle. No more fussing with rollers and pms.
Now, all you do is spray, First with Au Naturelle Easy to
Comb which leaves hair soft and manageable, so your comb
fairly glides through your hair. Then Au Naturelle Spray
'n' Glow to bring out the sheen and luster. Never leaves hair
stiff or sticky, but radiantly alive. And all it takes are a low

seconds — and Raveen. $1.50 each.

Duke.
Natural Set

-

Au Naturelle Set

No Obligation, Of Course. Give phone number and We'll call:

Write to HOUSING
Box 311 Memphis, Tennessee

$1.50 eech at your favorite drug counter.

Or mall $3.25 (per set) to Supreme Beauty Products, 11104 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 60616
Inquiries invited from Drug wholesalers and Barber and Beauty Supply Wholesalers.
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By Diggs Datrooth
WASHINGTON — The Johnson Administration is not
alone in its concern for the probably turmoil in the cities this
summer. Private industry, especially the utilities, is also
concerned. Many of the utility installations are, in the ghetto
and industrialists are worried because the equipment represents millions of investment dollars. As a result, many lain
influence in the
ties are looking for organizations with a real
that have lost
organizations
black
class
middle
ghetto. The
face in the ghetto will get less and less of the great dollar.
One of the Negro civil rights organizations that is getting
federal and private assistance to work with community organization and action programs is CORE. In Baltimore and
Cleveland, CORE has received federal and private funds to
work with job training projects. The Baltimore project is one
of the most successful of the retraining projects funded
by the Labor Dept. Another highly rated project is the one
headed by Dr. Donald Henderson at Southern Illinois University in East St. Louis, Illinois. In the District, James L.
Jones, formerly of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, is heading a hard core job finding project and training program. Jrnes assume( his new duties with a strong
push from Cliff Alexander, the EEOC chairman, who saw that
Jones' potential was not fully realized and utilized at the Commission.

Sutmeription rates: One year, $6; six months, $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
nnettlicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the New
Trl-,Stato Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis, Tennessee,
Under 'Act of March 2, UM

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
$10 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.

EDITORIALS

THE HAPPENINGS: Clarence Hunter will leave the public information staff of the Civil Rights Commission to head
public relations at the new D.C. Federal College. Although
the new college will not open its doors until September, it has
been swamped with more than 4,000 applications for about
1,000 seats.- Berkeley Burrell, head of the Berkeley National
Business League, is about to announce a grant proposal that
will give Negro businessmen a big boost across the country.
Burrell's project was aided by the Chicago. Daily Defender's
Round Table of Commerce conference which convened here
last fall. One of the busiest information men in the District
these days is Harold Keith, former Courier managing editor,
now on the AID news desk. AID has been having its problems and its Keith's job to field the questions...Doug Sands,
who headed AID's equal employment program, has quit in
disgust. It seems he couldn't beat the entrenched bureaucratic prejudice and entransegence.

Racism In Unions

There was some low-key rejoicing because the Administration did not
in a few civil rights quarters when an- want to alienate a big segment of labor
nouncement was made that the Building in an election year.
Trades Unions had reversed their antiMr. Hill said that in this case the
racial policy and had promised to be ac- Federal government was again "substitive in recruiting Negro members.
tuting voluntary compliance for civil
This long-awaited commitment was rights law enforcement" even though it
made to Labor Secretary W. Willard was an "incontrovertible fact" that volWirtz in an exchange of letters between untary compliance does not work.
the Labor Secretary and the building
The letters made public a few days
construction unions. And the public was ago, provide for no sanctions, establish
TATTERED TYPING RIBBONS: Otis Smith, the former
thus given the impression that a mile- no timetables, create no enforcement
state judge in Michigan, breezed in and out of town recently
setting off a wave of speculation. Smith who has been rumorstone had been achieved in race rela- apparatus to make the unions comply
ed for a general counselship of several agencies may be near
tions on a sector of the union front with existing laws.
that top federal post.. Holding their cards close to their chests
which had put up a stout resistance
are the Barrington Parkers. He is a candidate for the Repub.
Mr. Hill views the situation as one
lican National Convention on the Nelson Rockefeller ticket.
heretofore to integration.
more in a long series of public relations
His wife, Marjory, is on the Nixon team. Val Washington, who
But the accusation by Herbert Hill, gestures in which the building trades
had been (4, ietly working in behalf of Gov. Romney, is exthe indefatigable labor director of the unions successfully provide a public repected to join the Rockefeller team, when and if the New
Yorker gets into the Presidential race. Val, one of the longNAACP, that the trades unions pro- lations cover to continue their anti-Ne- time pros on the national front, is a committed Rockefeller
mise was merely a "public relations cov- gro practices.
man... The latest LBJ first was naming Austin Fickling to the
er" under which they would continue
He makes the point, which seems
iDistrict Court of Appeals. Judge Fickling, who has served
NAT. D. WILLIAMS
room. Classroom teachers have, have to contend with television, on the bench of the Court of General Session s, breaks
their widespread anti-Negro practices, irrefutable, that the building and conWIIIICH IS BEST?
many competitors for attentionl radio, p o rnographic
maga- the color line. In the District Court of Appeals, Spottswood
throws a different light on the matter. struction trades unions together with There is a growing concern in the educating process.
Too
Robinson, former Howard U dean, has been serving, although
zines,
protest
organizations,
The exchange of letters amounted the AFL-CIO have once again used in many Negro families regard- many kids get their table
at a different level. Among the newest appointees to th e
and
just
plain,
general
comto an understanding between Mr. Wirtz their political power to secure immunity ing whether or not teen-agers manners from the manners of
Court of General Sessions is Bill Pryor. an attorney who quit
— or better still, . . .high their peers in a school cafe- munity hellishness, while try- A.T.&T. to take a Justice Dept. job. The move
paid off with
and the unions that the government from the enforcement of civil rights school pupils, should take
part teria. . .no matter what their ing to rear children to be a chance to don the jul'cial robe.
would ease the pressure it has been laws and executive orders.
in civil rights demonstrations mama's advise. Too many teen- calm, intelligent, constructive
agers get their important
exerting for several months to tighten
We think that he is absolutely right and picketing.
human beings.
SOUP 'N SANDWICH TAWK: Rosemarie Brooks, educaThere are two pretty clear-i ideas of right and wrong . . .
certain regulations in order to force when he says that "High public officials cut points-of-view. Some people of democracy, of justice,
of school students should be en- cational specialist with HEW, completes a compliance
some unions to do more to eliminate ra- who fail to enforce the law to protect think the high school pupil community attitudes, of how couraged to take part in picket- review of the nation's leading drug industries. She has been
ing and demonstrations gen- monitoring the drug industries efforts to hire more Negroes
cial discrimination.
the rights of Negro citizens are as should take part . . .on the to treat their fellows from the erally,
is a highly debateable'since the EEOC exposed their employment record last fall...
grounds that they should be- I teen-age leaders who "instruct"
It is believed by those who ought guilty as breaking "law and order" as come actively involved in im- them
Responsible for weilding the ax over foreign travel in HEW
on the campus,. Too issue.
to know that one reason the govern- those who throw Molotov cocktails dur- portant issues concerning the many kids look for guidance But it seems that the most!is Shelton Granger, deputy secretary for international affairs.
Community. Others hold that in social behavior, in dress, powerful
argument
against George L-P Weaver, the assistant secretary at the Labor
ment decided to ease the pressure was ing street disturbances."
Dept.,

WC
Nit
ye'

Jul

A Point Of View

1

has a similar function. Incidentally, Weaver will play
teen-agers, high school pupils, speech, hair-do's and even in their doing so is contained in
should focus most of their their view of God and religion the observations that first, moat a big role in the political campaigning this fall. He is a Presiattention on their studies . . to their adolescent leaders of high school students need to de- dential appointee and not bound by the Hatch ACT...Some of
, that they should be counseled l streetgangs, social clubs, and vote their time, energy, and the top biggies in government who have been mapping
Ito place emphasis on using other peer groups. Too many minds to learning . . . to ac- "First-Law" strategy for many months now, are ruffled betheir energy for learning — parents and teachers are not cumulating the most useful cause their se sions have made it in print. The biggies, all
and
thus become more effec- aware of the tremendously "facts" and knowledge offered Brothers, will be taking the campaign trail comes summer
The request for a full and impartial,College. Many of them wore black crepe
tive in any group action for powerful influence of high in their high school courses. and fall...Julian Griffin, one-time Dr. King publicist and later
investigation of the recent violent clash armbands and stood silently while stu- social justice.
school students. . . .teen agers Second, most high school with the GOP and then Motown Records, is free lancing again.
between Negro college students and na- dent speakers eulogized the victims and There are potent arguments,. . .on each other.
youngsters are evidently too He is writing a book. The subject — Negro in Politics
what else? Chuck Stone's effort on the same subject is slated
tional guardsmen in Orangeburg, South described their deaths as "cold-blooded on both sides. The sides this Many a concerned mother immature emotionally to be- to
hit the newsstands in April. Advanced reports say that
"Point of View" expression and father has been defeated come actively involved in the
Carolina, should not be tossed into the murder."
takes, is in favor of the second' in the endeavor to rear their controversial social issues of Stone's offering will make the griddle sizzle.
state Governor's waste basket as being
One speaker said that "eyewitness position. Of course, it can be offspring in the accepted and today. They need time to grow
IDLE CHATTE R: The social world was all agog last
without justifiable cause. Three stu- reports indicate that a number of the at once contended that since confirmed value areas of life up, to get ready for such
the writer is a high school by people much younger than issues. Horse-breeders
week
when Sidney Pottier breezed in for the premiere of
have
dents were shot down like mad dogs by nearly 40 victims of the Orangeburg teacher, it could be expected themselves,
who also assume long since recognized the fact "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner." Sidney charmed the glitofficers of the law. The Statehouse, for disturbances were shot in the back while that from there the argument the guidance role.
that the best race horses are tering first night audience and then was hustled off for a quiet
would be in favor of the books., That is one of the current not put on the track too soon. evening with friends. Here he revealed more details
the first time, has been petitioned for re- fleeing."
of his
It must be conceded that
problems" of educating They give the colts time to plans to leave the screen and start directing. His first effort,
dress of grievances.
This type of brutality is not new. the "street" is a larger and inl "great
the youth of today. It is a grow Up
the racing "Carry Me Back to Morningside Heights" is opening on
In a strongly worded resolution pre- And it is the memory of unjustified use some instances or most, a question of who will have the competitionandin meet
the full strength Broadway. The opening night crowd for "Guess Who" upped
sented to Gov. Robert E. McNair, the of force by law-enforcement officers much more influential "learn.: last word in the education of of young maturity. Maybe the coffers of the Northside Center and Children's Hospital
lag area" for many youngster' today's young people, which or some re-thinking of teen-age at the Palace...The Natio-'s whites who
students of Benedict College and Allen that may ignite the fuse to the powder than
were shocked over
the conventional atmos- who is best.
participation in demonstrations the Civil Disorders (Riot to you, baby) Commission report
University said that if such a study keg of an already tensed race relations, phere of the traditional class-; As it is, parents and teachers of
any kind needs to be done. this weekend, were rea2ting as planned. The panel wrote it
showed that law officers had acted with not only in South Carolina, but all over
with that objective in mind. Perhaps this will be one of the
more meanirgful Reports to come out of Washington... Inexcessive and unjustified force, they America. The NAACP and other civil
siders at the DNC (DemociTtic National Committee) are
should be "dismissed and prosecuted rights organizations should insist on a
watching the Charles Evers race with a great deal of interimmediately."
thorough probing of the action of the
est. Evers, by making the race that he did, has suddenly
been placed in a unique bargaining position in the State of
The resolution was unanimously ap- guardsmen and local police. They canMississippi. It could be one of the most meaningful political
proved by some 1,200 students attend- not shrink this urgent moral responsiThere has been much wishful think- and his coharts enjoy such incidents. events in 1968, barring what might happen at the GOP naing a memorial service for the three bility without forfeiting their right to
tional dogfight in Miami . . . Adam Powell fans should quit
ing on the part of many Republicans, They help
bring support from the very waiting up and take the candle from
dead youths held on the front steps of exist as defenders of the cause of the
the front window.
Democrats and Negroes, that George

Cold Blooded Murder
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George Wallace -- A Clever Man

the administration building at Benedict black masses.

The Hoover Message
"The destruction of law enforce- plan, the courts would place a police dement, particularly at the local level, ap- partment in receivership and appoint a
pears to be a prime objective of some special "master" with full administradissident groups and individuals in tive powers over its affairs. The courts
our country. While they have made no could do this country a great service if
appreciable headway, they are creating they would promptly, and with finality
such a smokescreen of harassment and slap down such schemes to undermine
Intimidation that enforcement of the law and destroy local law enforcement.
The quotations are from a message
is becoming an overwhelming burden
agencies.
by
Director
John Edgar Hoover, in the
many
for
current
doctrine
issue of the FBI Law Enforceof dis"In some areas, the
sident is bordering on a doctrine of nihi- ment Bulletin. We think that Mr. Hoovlism. Since local law enforcement repre- er's apprehension about court supervisents the first line of defense of our so- sion of police departments has both
cial order, it becomes a primary target logic and justification. But we cannot
of those who challenge established au- agree with the thesis that all who disthority. Regardless of the cause they sent from some intolerable aspects- of
support, many groups seek altercations our social order are primarily concerned
with local police to gain publicity and with challenging established authority
sympathy. Consequently, in this rebel- or seeking altercations with local police.
This is a misconception which does
lious climate, law enforcement must not
only cope with an alarming and increas- more to inflame an already combustible
ing crime problem but also defend its situation than appease racial tensions.
Director Hoover is a dedicated law-envery existence.
"Currently, there is a move to have forcement man and we don't expect him
Federal courts take over certain local to see our social unrest in the perspecpolice departments and supervise their tive of a disciplined social scientist.
openeVons. According to this ridiculous

Wallace's entry into the Presidential persons from whom he is seeking support. Before his appearance in Pennsylrace might somehow benefit them.
The right wing Republicans have vania, professional politicians felt that,
felt that they had a candidate behind at best, the firey little Alabamian, could
whom they could rally and, perhaps, by poll only 5 per cent of the vote. After
some strange turn of political events, viewing the turnouts, these estimates
capture the Presidency. This extreme were raised to 15 per cent. There had
element in the Republican Party are the been some speculation that Wallace, a GRAMBLING, La. — Dr. Dr. Cheers taught in Tennesselfsame individuals who rallied around right wing demagogue, would eventually Arlynne Lake Cheers, professor see and Mississippi before
education at Grambling ColBarry Goldwater and help bring him destroy himself, This view seems to be of
lege, is listed in the sixth edi- joining the Grambling faculty.
down to humiliating defeat. Some Demo- fading fast. Wallace seeks to get his In- tion of "Who's Who of Ameri- She is a member of Pi Lambda
crats have looked upon the Wallace can- dependent Party on the ballot during the can Women," a comprehensive Theta Honor Society in Education; Kappa Delta Pi Honor
didacy as a means of siphoning off Re- Presidential primaries. Whether you reference dictionary of women Society in Education;
National
outstanding as women.
publican votes in a given race while all like it or not, Wallace grows, stronger The
Society for the Advancement
new edition contains of
Education; Zeta Phi Beta
the time giving strength to their own the more that he talks. He bears down revised-to-date biographies
on Sorority; American Associaparty. Other Democrats are prone to dis- hard on crime in the streets and the approximately 3,000 notable tion
of University Professors;
miss him as a loud mouth crackpot. A "beaurocrats" in Washington trying to living American women. The Southern College Personnel
publication is reissued biennialAssociation;
American Perlarge body of Negroes look upon him as "impose" upon the individual's rights. ly by the A.N.
Marquis Com- sonnel and
AssociaGuidance
a means of removing from both parties This argument cuts two ways. Not only pany. Chicago.
tion: and the Louisiana Eduthose diehards, some Negroes believe, does it appeal to the natural instinct of Women are honored who cation Association.
would follow this Pier Piper of Bigotry Americans to govern themselves, it also have achieved high honor, hold
reference worthy positions, or
and rid the voting rolls, once and for all, subtly raises the race issue and opposes have become increasingly
ac- Cleared
of hard core opposition to their points Federal guidelines as they apply to race. tive In affairs of the nation.
of view.
If Wallace can hold his gains and Dr. Cheers is also listed in ATLANTA — ( N P 1)— A
combat veteran, Spec.
The sobering part of this equation add more, he can wind up on the ballot in "Who's Who in American Edu- black
cation." and Who's Who in the Emmett T Doe, Jr., 26, has
is that the former Governor of Alabama, all but two states in the Presidential South and Southwest."
been acquitted of caning a
will perhaps do a little of each. And primaries. A significant showing here A native of Bolivar, Teno., captain a "white bastard."
Doe admitted using the word
when all of this fragmentation is lumped would serve to solidify him into a pivot- she earned the bachelor's de- "bastard,"
hut denied using
together, Mr. Wallace has compiled a al position. And if maintained, the idea gree at Lane College, Jackson, it and the racial designation
Tenn., and the master of arts with specific
reference to Capt.
significant package of strength.
of George Wallace throwing the election from Atlanta University, AtLarry Tyree. The Third army
Two weeks ago, Wallace had to cut into the House of Representatives, or of lanta, Ga. The doctor of educe- board. sitting at Ft. McPhershort his trip through Pennsylvania be- bargaining off his balance-of-power tion degree was conferred by son, cleared the specialist of
University of Colorado, disrespect, after an hour's decause of the threat of violence. Wallace strength is not too remote to consider. the
Boulder.
liberation.
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WOODSTOCIC TALENT —
Nine young women and a
young man are seeking the
title of "Mr." and "Miss
Jubilect" at Woodstock High

LESTER'S CONTESTANTS
Eleven young ladies and
one young man are competing for the top prize in
this year's presentation of

••••- •• -or •-•••

•d.q-.

sr-

•

school
appear
Music
torium
March

this year and will
on the program in
Hall of the audion Friday night,
8, at g p.m. Stand.

ing from left are Blanche
,Ingram, Faye Kirby, Gloria Faye Fisher, Viola
Humphrey, Beryl J. Harris, Margie Crawley, Mary

McKinney and Oscar Mal.
lace, seated. Inset are Donnie Snead, left, and Rosie
J. McCracken. Miss Annie
Crawford is sponsor.

the "Jubilect." From left
are Margaret Payne, Ric&
Fiske, Frances Flemming,
Linda
W a ddell, Winnie
Williams, Cordie Boxiley,

Robert Morris, Jr., Edna
Harris, Ida Crite, Patricia
Clark, Kathy Green and
Elizabeth Joy. The school
sponsors are R. McDonald,

Mrs. E. Brazil, Miss B.
Moore, Mrs. N. LaGrone
and Mrs. M. Sanders.

WHITE STATION CONTESTANTS — Seven students from' White Station
High School are competing

Johnson pointed out first Wright Brothers flight could have
been staged — with room to spare — in cargo hold of massive airplane. (Photo for the Daily Defender By Lockheed (eorgia Co.)

IB Hails World's Biggest Airplane

_

MT PISGAH STUDENTS
Modeling the evening
gowns they will wear at
the Jubilect in the Music

,bowling lanes would get the equipment would have to go'
idea across," he told the Daily by water.
Defender.
"That entire operation couldi
The C-S's statistics are stag- be handled by 20 of these new
'aircraft.
goring. Among them:
— Its cargo hold is 19 'feet "When all six squadrons —
MARIETTA, Ga. — Presi-i dignitaries gawked in what wide, 13.5 feet high and 144.6 96 planes - • are phased into
our inventory by 1972, our air
dent Johnson, Ga. Goy. Lelda!41Ppeared to be disbelief as the feet long;
Maddox and a host of other world's biggest airplane — the — Despite its tremendous Lift capability will be many
was rolled out payload (up to 265,000 pmmds) times greater than it was in
C-5 Galaxy
I lls
takeoff
and lauding the early 1960s.
here.
distances
are
comparable
to "So it is more than the rollU.S.
brawny
big,
1 But the
out of a great aircraft that
today's
large
airplances;
bird was very much real and
we witness today. We are ob--*
its maker, Lockheed-Georgia - It will be able to land on
serving a long leap forward in
Co., said it would be operation- paved or unpaved runways;
the effective military might of
al in early 1969.
— The C-5 is powered by America."
I
New
The officers of the
"You all remember the man lour General Electric TF-39 , When it takes to the air, the
Chicago 40th Ward Civic Club l who built an elaborate boat hilturbofan jet engines, each with C-5 will be able to diagnose
were installed recently in the;the basement of his house and41,100 pounds of thrust;
its own malfunctions, a spokesElementary'couldn't get it out," cluiPPed — Its tail assembly soars to man said. This will be due to
Chicago Park
President Johnson, as he took More than six stories high; and a sophisticated
Malfunction, MEMPHIS TECII — Repre
school by Rev. N. Swanigan. a sidelong glance at the then —
Technical
It can span the Pacific, Detection, Analysis and Record- seating
Memphis
Education hangared C-5. The audience, from California to Japan
C o nsumer's
A
in a ing System (MADAR) which High school in the "Jubilect"
Program sponsored by thaiwhich roared in laughter was single flight,
keeps electronic tabs on key will be Brenda Joyce Baker
Community Service Committee,later silent with awe as the President Johnson stressed subsystems — including itself. with Leland Marsh as spon
Of the Memphis AFL-CIO La-ifiying monster — 254 feet tong the immediate military role of The site of the roll-out is M. The program will ioc held
ho? Council will be held in — was towed slowly behing the the giant aircraft.
also Dobbins Air Force Base,1 Is the Music Hall of the audithe Union Hall at 1036 Fir- speakers' dias.
"For the first time, our fight- about 15 miles from Atlanta. torium on Friday night.
stone one night a week begin- The C-5 is totally impressive. ing men will be able to travel Among the dignitaries who
nhlg March 7 and ending "One of the problems in with their equipment to any witnessed Saturday's roll-out
March U.
describing
it, a
Lockheed spot on the globe where we were: Mrs. Lyndon Johnson
The club's annual banquet publicist said, is that its might be forced to stand — Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Nugent
will be held in the Union Hall dimensions were unbelievable.'rapidly end MOTO effiCiently and this President's grandson.
on April 3.
'I didn't know whether to say,than ever. Today it would take Patrick Lyndon; Sen. Mike
Matthew Davis is president the C-6 was capable of carry. 88 cargo planes to move an Moiltroney; and Secretary
'
of the club, and Mrs M. Cant-ling six sceni-cruiser (Grey-I infantry brigade from Hawaii the Air Focre, Dr.
Harold'of
da reporter.
I hound) buses, or whether four I to Vietnam. Their heaviest Brown.

•

for the title of "Mr." and
"Miss Jubilect" on Friday
night, March 8. Seated in
front are Faye Conway, left,

and Elaine Talley.
ing, from left, are
Benson, Jr.. Kristy
Walter Ayers. and

StandHenry
Ayers,
Marva

McKinney. Not shown is
Doris Gentry. Miss Mary
Lee Hudson is their sponsor.

Hall of the auditorium on
Friday night, March 8,
are these students from
Mount Pisgah high school

at Cordova. From left are
Louise
R o g ers.
Brooks and Claudette Grice.
The sponsors are Mrs.

Marietta
Brinkley, Mrs.
Mary Jean Branch, Mrs.
Jean Harris and Miss Lois
Patrick.

CANADIAN WNISKY-A RIND OF SELECTED DINISKIES

C-5 Is All Brawn, Military
Might;Will Fly In 1969
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Gigantic Lockheed C-6 is rolled out of banger plant in
Marietta, Ga., dwarfing throng of 4,000 who witnessed event.
At left is smaller-sized aircraft as comparison. Tail assembly. which appears to have just barely made through hanger.
is 65 feet, 1 inch tall, or more than six stories. President
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Try's-0.It's easy to like because
'it's so light and smooth. Could be the

start of a beautiful friendship.
Seagram's V.0.—The Smooth Canadian.
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for delicious intoxicating
beverages and brain teasing
games.

Hiawatha Club
Podners exhilarant with an Holds Meeting
infectious brand of merriment
were Joanne Osborne, Doris
At Clubhouse
Tunstall and Ann Humphrey

Society

who captured prizes, plus The Hiawatha Art and SoMyra Wilson, Doris Hunter, cial club met recently at the
Carolyn
M c G bee, Delores Lelia Walker clubhouse and
Smith, Betty Rounds, Earline heard a report from Mrs. ZaMaples and Ruby Purdy, a ne R. Ward, president of the
charmer whose grace makes City Federation of Colored
her a much demaxied model. Women's Clubs, report an the
The Les Uniques presented spring project.
a check to the Rubaiyats at The project will be a recital
their fashion show t'other at the Sarah H. Brown branch
:Sunday for their project, the of the YWCA by Alfred Vottransportation of the blind low and Lee Cunningham on
ERMA LEE LAWS
adults to the Adult Basic Edu- Sunday, March 24, at 5 p.m
cation Classes at Georgia Ave- Members made contributions
to the fund for support of
"KIND — "The Christian sure. expressed by Julia Wilmore, nue. Betty Rounds, good lookstriking
sanitation workers at
presenmade
the
,ing
prexy,
Is means to be considerate and ' Can any Negro group in this
the meeting.
kind in Heaven! But why not day and time afford not to tation. While we've disgressed
READY FOR THEIR
from other cities during
here on earth and in these try- become involved in some sort in mentioning the Rubaiyat Serving as hostesses were
Mrs. O'Ferrell Nelson, Mrs.
dra) Smith, Mrs. William
this year's ball at Holiday
ing circumstances where per- of social problem?" Julia's Fashion Show, they gave pri- Mrs. Eleanor Oglesby, Mrs, BALL — Members of the
Longino (Helen) Cooke,
(Geraldine) Little, Mrs.
Inn-Rivermont. From left
Mrs. Leon (Norma) Griffin
haps his friends and neighbors mate Jacques is regional di- zes for some of every thing Earl Green and Mrs. W.A. Bis- Memphis chapter of
Anderson (Josephine) Bridare Mrs. Horace (Sarah)
need it most?" Bolton Jones rector of the Civil Rights and Nell Northcross and Grace son. Dinner was at Morrison's J.U.G.S., Inc., will be hostges, Miss Marie Bradford, , and Mrs. John (Pearl) Goresses to some 66 guests
Chandler, Mrs. James (Neon. (CONTINENTAL Photo)
Mrs. John (Joan) Johnson,
The response of the com- Commission. We agree with Horner snared prizes for their mid-town cafeteria.
. Julia and these other ladies I snazzy chapeau. '
Other members present were,
munity to the plight of the that we have not yet reached
Mrs. Grace Tardy, Mrs. Wil- 40
Sanitation Workers has been the plateau where we can af- Marie Jordan spread cut the la Brisco, Miss Maggie New- U
Friwelcome
the
VIPs
mat
for
however, there ford not to become involved.
heartening;
day night at the home of her som, Mrs. Flora Cochrane,
is still time for you to exHooks, Mrs.
We
were
deeply
mo,
.,
•
ed
by
Iparents,
the David Edmond- Mrs. Thelma
perience the gratifying sensathe presentation of a part sons on Brookins. The gals Annie Mitchell, Mrs. Winnie
tion that comes with involveof Richard Wright's, "Black,showered Joyce Washington Hall, Mrs. Amanda Smith and
ment. Have you or your group
recently., with gifts for her bouncing Miss B.C. Lenoir reporter.
given or done anything to Boy" on television
discussion
with
a friend baby, son, Lloyd, Jr.
In
a
More than 60 guests will de- what will be seen will be dishelp lighten the burden of the
plane at Memphis Metropolitan cussed in months to come.
workers and their families we were told that he wrote Guesting with the femmes
airport on Wednesday, March
What about giving baskets of before his time a point we and winning prizes were Minceremonies
27, as J.U.G.S., Inc. convenes The master of
food, or some clothing? The agreed with at the time. But nie
Helen
Anderson, and
for its third national mccung. for the program will be A. C.
VIP Bridge Club voted out upon later meditation, we con- Burns along with members
Members from affiliate chap- Williams, one of the city's top
fifty dollars Friday at their cluded that he was not writing Faye Lewis and Emma Stotts. Scholarships
rather
time
but
before
his
ters
in Washington, B lti more radio personalities Walter P.
meeting to buy food, and the,
They won snack sets and kitwas
fillhis
time
which
about
and Detroit will be on hand Guy, one of the city's outstandmembers of Phi Beta Sigma
poverty chen hanging files, you know
with
desolation
and
ed
to witnes,s the organization's ing artists, will lend his stroke
Fraternity are also buying
which unfortunately is the those files for those letters
14th
annual charity ball on the to the beautiful ballroom to
food.
same today for all too many and pardon the word, "bills." The Loyal Educational club theme. "Mod, Mod, Kaleido- transform it into a kaleidoscope splendor.
As social editor and com- of us.
on met at the home of MI-. and scope, '68."
VIPs feasting
Other
mandant of the "Merry Go- We're so proud to see so glazed ham, French beans, Mrs. George Tunstall of 1183 The ball will benefit Good- The ball will be held in HoliRound" we are always happy many of us willing to ''identi- potato salad, hot rolls, ind Dunnavant st. recently.
will Homes for Children, and 'day of the Holiday Inn-Riverto learn of your activities, so fy" and give a helping hand coffee with homemade coconut Dr, Hollis Price, presiONit of procecds will be us"i to build mont on Friday night, March
please let us know what you're to the workers and their fami- cake were Vera Smith, Val- LeMoyne
college
was the'a swimming pool for the 29, and the Rivermont will be
doing for the workers and lies. Reminds us of the slogan tina Robinson, Earline Mob- honored guest speaker for the: youngsters living there.
headquarters for delegates to
their families.
of Boys Town. "He's not heavy. ley, Velma Lois Jones. Maude meeting. The club presented
Each chapter of JUGS. is the national meeting on SatSome of our ladies of leisure Father, he's my brother" So Gillespie. and Martha Thomas four scholarships to college
urday. March 30.
are volunteering time helping you see, some of that which who're commuters from Cold- students from its scholarship,required to give at least one
Among the iffairs planned
event
each
year
for
a
charito distribute food and other glitters is gold — we write water; Bernice Fowler, Mary fund.
table
project,
and
are
brunches, 2ocktail parties,
the
memMaynecessities to the families.
hearts Helen Ezelle and Shelia Ro- The awards presented bo Dr.'
people
with
about
d'imers
and a host of other
bers
of
the
Memphis
chainer
be -ladies of leisure" is a of gold — you, the folks aboard bertson.
Price went to Miss Barbara , are going all out to make the aeUvities. On Saturday aftermisnomer, for we are remind,' the "Merry Go Round."
Kelly. $50; Miss Joann Holmes,
mon, the group will convene
ed that these ladies spend MORE FOR YA . . The Les Thelma Davidson was hos- $100, Rust College; Miss Joan ball a memorable affair for
Marie Bradford
many of their hours working Uniques went Western Satur- tess to the Voulants Monday Jones, $50, Lane College; Rich- guests, many of whom have with Miss
never visited Memphis.
ii,:tional president presiding.
on committees for the benefit day evening when Evvelyn evening of last week at her ard Conner. $50, LeMoyne.
The Les Uniques Social club
presenting a check which
of the community. So when Vavasseur treated them to home_ on Stephens Place. This The financial report for the Already, 50 lovely high school , Among the guests expected
will provide a week's transyou read about their "fun acti- steak dinners at the Buckaroo group is dedicated to she in- year was made and included s'eniors have been selected as at the ball ar! Miss Claudette played an important part
in the "Transpo '68" show
portation for the blind and
vities," remember that they too and -brugn 'em back alive" to terest of the children at. Good- 475 for thek and unfor- "Living Ads" and will wear I Johnson, forrocr model with
partially sighted students.
the latest in coloriul fashions Ebony Fashioi Fair, and Mrs. sponsored Sunday, Feb. 25,
are of the opinion we heard her homestead on Richmond will Homes, so natch that, tunate.
by the Rubaiyats Social
to Mrs. Peggy Brewer,
depicting the "mod" look. The : Wanda
Washirgton, former
was foremost on the agenda'
Mrs. Betty
president of the Rubaiyats.
Reed, Maggie Headquarters for the club is finale calls for a change in cos- c‘icndar and c,iver girl for club, and
Gladys
for
Rounds, right, is shown
tumes, and indications are that JET.
Peace, Jewel Speight, Pauline LeMoyne College.
Toney, Lois Tarpley, Anna,
Clarke, Ceil Connelly, she's
the Director of the Goodwill
Homes — and your scribe.

Merry

Go-round

Delegates Coming
To JUGS' 14th Ball

Club Presents

During Meeting

SEE
TOMMY GRANT

Future Nurses Ball To Be Held March 22

Other members of the
tants are Cora Reid,
Booth, Matte Crossley,
'the very capable prexy;
and
Sengstacke
tie
Thornton.

Von- Beta Chi chapter of Chi Eta.hobbies as writing,
speaking the English Dramatics Club.
ship funds for young women during the ball.
Alma Phi Sorority, Inc., is presenting and dancing.
Miss Beach is a member of interested in nursing.
Chi Eta Phi, a registered
she's,its
second
annual
Future Miss Beach lives with her the drill team, the National The contestants are high nurses sorority, is asking for
Mat-1 Nurses Ball in the Continental
i Honor Society, and currently, school seniors or recent grad- public support and cooperation
Alma'Ball Room of the Sheraton- parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
reigning as -MiSs Woodstock uates. The winning" contestant in their efforts to alleviate
Beach, at 2071 James rd.
Peabody Hotel on Friday, At Woodstock she belongs to of 1968." Her hobbies are will receive a scholarship for the current shortage of nurses.
Junienne March 22, from 9 p.m. until,:the French Circle, the Booster's dancing and sewing.
CHIT CHAT . .
nursing and will be crowned
Information about the ball
Bailey lured her glamourous 1 a.m. The affair will be semi- Club, the Y-Teens, the Graci- The Future Nurses Ball is, the Chi Eta Phi Futurama may be obtained by calling
mom, Melba Briscoe to D. C. formal.
ous Ladies Club, the Future a national annual project ofj Queen for 1968. Other contest- Miss Selena Watson, publicity
to celebrate her natal day. Among the young women Homemakers of America. and the sorority to provide scholar- ants will be presented tokens chairman, at 942-1274.
Old friends on hand to help seeking the title of "Miss
Melba observe the occasion Future Nurse," and to be
,
were Marjorie Ulen, and Nell crowned during the ball. are
and Chris Roulhac who'd mo- Miss Jo Ann McKinney, 17, a
tored down from their home in student at Booker T. Washington High school, and Miss,
Philly.
Geraldine Beach, 19, a studentl
Congratulations to 0 mar at Woodstock High school, both
Robinson who was inducted in- of whom plan to become registo the American Guild of Or- tered nurses.
ganist the other night at a In high school, Miss McKindinner at Memphis State. After ney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
dinner the organ teachers Joe L. McKinney, is majoring
were treated to a organ con- in mathematics and social
cert by some of their stu- studies.
dents at St. John Episcopal She is a member of the choir
Church. The organization is of New Salem church, a Red
composed of approximately Cross Volunteer, a member
100 ministers of music through- of the Citizen Committee Counout the city and Omar is the cil, the Zippies Social club, is
Hand Made Nt igs
first "soul brother."
captain of the Booker T.
Washington pep squad, the
Velma Lois Jones, Regional Alpha Elites and the Student
Director of the Southeastern Council.
Region of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Miss McKinney lists henl
Sorority and her entourage
itIs
S
- II and in ade
composed of Marie Bradford,
Modean Thompson and Luada
Levison were off to Greenville.
Mississippi, over the week-end
for a planning session for
their regi onal conference
which is slated for Holiday
Hall of the Holiday Inn Rivermont come 1969. Luada's mother, Rosa Levison, is chairman of the Steering Committee for the Greenville chapter.

527-3619

VA
. - By Mon Claire
r"--.

14 No. Main
Court
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Sale...

For you troosportetioe used:

NEW and USED
Chevrolets All makes

Falls

.

18"- $3995
21"- $59"

1968 IMPALA
$2390 or $100.00 Down and
LOW MONTHLY NOTES
.,Cars and Trucks
Ihr To choose from

80

,Special Purchase
35 !Impala's 2 & 4 door 1968's rower & Air

(Wiglet.
$395 Case

Save $&-Putyour name on
,URlqAITING
60 Demo's w.f.SORPO op is $1000.00
141•6846
67 limp. Fps. air power
66 hip. Cow.. Sharp
65 leo. super sport
64 Imp. super sport
A.
63 We)* ey*. Equiopad
•.
atillie Sta. Wagon
••
61 lope& Sys. Sod.
ALL MAKES A. MODELS
65 Buick Vista - Cruisshr
,
5ta. Wage, Full Pow
Air-Cond. - 9 Po•• S1777.00
Mu•to,g• 3 yo ct,00ss
- - Sov•
Frt.,
Co•vo.•s : to rknng.
67 Co".. 66 Fast Ba,L
Botk

CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE

UNION
2200 LAMAR
324 3611

41,

52499
$1899
$1699.
$1299
$1099
$949
399

The AKAs are a'busy with
their plans for the annual
Magic World of Fashion and
their baby contest.
Sengstackes
Whittier
The
were host family to a couple
of young people from Brazil
who're studying at the Millington Naval Base. Enjoying the
day with the cogenial family
were Paulo Mouradajilua and
Joao Batista Alves Feitosa
from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

JO ANN McKINNEY

Wiglets'
$895

USE
OUR
AY-A-WAY

(Wig Cases
$395

)
French Wigs L

$29
"
Hairlon Falls
24" Long
$10
"

$499
'
$3895

Mini-Falls

Playing hosts to the Navy
young men is a part of the
program of the International
Organization of Memphis.
Cheery thoughts to Cleo
Jones and Mrs. Willie Lindsey,
'Sr., who're recuperating
And kindest thoughts of sympathy to Walterine and John
Outlaw in the loss of their
lather, Walter Marshall, who
passed away Monday.

100% HUMAN
HAIR

FROSTED
WIGS
$29"

Shortie Wigs
)6..21995

SEE US FOR EXPERT
STYLING

SPECIAL SPECIAL
CLEAN & STYLE $550

GIIRALDINI ISACH

$5995

WF, IIONWR
FIRST NATIONAL
BANKAMERLCARD
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the Department of Physics and Byrd, Marie Ferguson; Mar
Mathematics at the University. Knowles, Jaylean Pulley, an..
Theo Phillips.
Assisting with the reception
During the week friends alN,
as hosts and hostesses were: entertained for the coup!,
Grady She - ril 1, Forrest Included were a dinner par.'
Theodore
Strange, Fredrick Scott, and by Mr. and Mrs.
George Grigsby; Mesdames Acklen at Morruson's and a
NASHVILLE — Mr. and Mrs. sity as well as in secondary Carl Crutchfield,
Lillian Bow- cocktail party by Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence E. Simmons were schools in the mid-west
espe- man, Mabel Bell Crooks, Ann Berry Scruggs in their home.
•greeted by hundreds of their cially in East St. Louis, 111. He Williams Bell, Geri Ackerman, Out-of-town guests .Atending
friends here last week when Is now on the Health and Phy- B. T. Dozier, William Gunter, the reception were Mr. and
they celebrated their 25th sical Education faculty at Ten- Eva Harris, Charles Harvey, Mrs. Elmer Jones, Rugus
Wedding Anniversary.
nessee State and is Director Stella Jamison, Barbara C. Starkea, Earl Harris, and He!
The popular couple, married of the University Union Mrs. McKissack, Harvey Sims W. ry Harris all of East
here in 1943, received from Simmons is on the staff of 0. Smith; and Misses Cecille Louis, Ill.
5:00 until 8:00 p.m. in
Deborah's new Casino Royale
which was well appointed for
the occasion. Organ music by
Don Q. Pullen added to the
festivities.
Mrs. (Mildred) Simmons
chose for the occasion a demure silver white skimmer,
embroidered in silver, which
followed her body lines. The
youthful rounded neck line was
heavily encrusted with tiny
prisms of silver and crystal
beading ending in crystal tear
drops. Her accessories were
also of silver white.
Receiving with the Simmonses were the best man, Theodore Acklen, Sr., and Mrs.
Acklen of Nashville, and Mrs.
A. D. Gary of Chicago, Ill.,
Mrs. Simmons' sister, who was
her maid of honor. Others in
the receiving line were Mrs.
J. W. Parchment of Chicago,
Mrs. Simmons' mother Mr.
and Mrs. C. Felton Gayles of
Guthrie, Okla.; Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Patton of Ranklin,
Tenn.; and Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Simmons of Nashville. The
Simmons children, Aretha and
Lawrence E. Jr., assisted with
the guests.
The twin serving tables were
laid in white cloths; one centered with a multi-tiered wedding cake and the other with
a stylized arragement of spring
flowers. Both held candelabra
with white tapers and were
festooned with white satin ribbon and ivy.
Mr. Simmons, a nationally
known athlete, is known best
lion. Coach Simmons is ' Mrs. 'Sim:dons is on the
ANNIVERSARY
as "Coach Simmons," having SILVER
staff of the Department of
now on the Health and Phywon many laurels in the field — Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Physics and mathematics
sical Education faculty at
• as the head football mentor at Simmons of Nashville are
direcat TSU.
State
and
Tennessee
recent
their
during
seen
College
State
Carolina
-South
tor of University Union.
and Tennessee State Univer- silver anniversary recep-

Hundreds At Couple's
Silver Anniversary

A
GAY CAVALIERS — Members of the Gay Cavaliers
Social club held their first
formal affair on Valentine night, Feb. 14, at the
Club Paradise and made a

Importance Of Religion

Scholarship Awarded
By City Federation

Is Subject Of Lecture

The City Federation of Co,
Dr. Donald Bliss, assistant!non-denominational spea ker
lored Women's Clubs presents
dean and chairman of the so- 1 program. He will talk on "The .'1,\t'
ed a scholarship recently to
Sociological Aspect of the
Miss Dorothy Morgan, a senior
ciology department at Principia
Church in the Community."
fc rznal
at LeMoyne College.
r
College in Elsah, Ill., will speak
Miss Morgan is the daughter
at Memphis State University Educated at Principia, the
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis MorUniversity of Chicago and
Alarhe 7.
gan of 2149 Chelsea, and is a
Columbia,
Dr. Bliss said that
)
student.
B plus
Dr. Bliss' appearance is spon- his discussion will bring out -docia
She is president of the Alpha
Kappa Mu National Honor
sored by the campus Chris- the importance of religion in
Society, listed in "Who's Who
tian Science Organization and today's world while showing
Among Students in American
coordinated by the University something of the contribution A151Colleges and Universities," and
Religious Council as part of of religion to society.
essay
an
of
winner
was the
contest in which students from
31 colleges were entered.
In November 1967, she attended a conference at the
Chicago Theological Seminary.
DOROTHY MORGAN
In its second annual scholarship and charity recital on "Lifting as We Climb," the
Sunday, March 24, the City organization awards scholarBacon,* a ...
Federation of Colored Women's ships and donates liberally to
* Doctor's Assistant
Alfred charity.
present
will
Clubs
chairTurner
is
Juanita
CunningMrs.
* Medical
and Lee
Motlow
Receptionist
ham in the auditorium of the Men of the Scholarship Corn.
Sarah Brown branch of the mittee and Mrs. Zana Rogers
* Nursieg Assistant
Ward president of the organiYWCA. at 5 p.m.
* Nurse's Aid
In carrying out its motto of zation.

Wear The White
Uniform Of Medicine

'Blue Music And Mods'
'68 Blue Revue Theme
A fashion-musicale "Blue phis and S helby County
Music and Mods" will be the Schools. Hundreds of indigent
annual Blue Revue presenta- boys and girls have been aided
tion of Alpha Kta Zeta Chapsince the establishment of the
ter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Project in 1941.
Inc. on Sunday April 7, at 3
_
p.m. in Bruce Hall of LeMoyne
College. The variety talent program will benefit the Sorority's
Scholarship Fund and Eyeglass Project.
A special attraction will be
the "Heat Waves" an instrumental group being introduced
on the Memphis Scene. This
talented group of ybimg men
is managed by Barry Winfield,
well-known promoter of youth
musical talent.
Spring and summer fashions
will be modeled in a spectacular manner by a select group
of young women.
Sixteen young women from
the various high schools of
the city are competing for
the title of "Miss Blue Revue."
The crowning and presentation of the runners-up will be
a colorful highlight of the program.
Patrons and advertioementa
are being solicited for a Souvenir Program by the contestants
and their Zeta sponsors. Subscription donations are also
ayailable for attendance at the
•
affair.
The Eyeglass Project is
maintained through the services of Memphis Junior League,
well-known philanthropic group
of women The Sight Conservation Project provides glasses
end treatment for visually
handicapped students of Mem-

tary, and L. H. Coppeddge, business
manager.
On top row, from left, are
William Jones, vice president; C. Dean, president,
presenting check for Jell

Nursing Home to N. Williams; Mrs. T. White,
club's queen, and John
Martin, sergeant-at-arms.
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USE THIS
BOOK FOR
QUALITY
STAMPS

Now Is your chance to be trained In a few short Sneaks for
ths rnitny lob opportunities now misting in The Medical field
In tire Marnplvis area. No ape 11m4f-16-60.

DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
FREE :JOE PLACEMENT
CALL 272-1607 OR WRITE

JUST 24 PAGES TO FILL

Mid-State Medical Academy
33 No. Cleveland-31114 100 •'
Momphis. Tann.
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couple diet you ieceived in the nail, at BIG STARI.Redeem your coupons
every week.Yoi can fill.two extra saver's books FREE.wheu you redeenyoue
QUALITY STAMP Coopons at RIG STAR1
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MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
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charitable donation to Jell
Nursing Home. On front
row, from left, are J.D.
Preston, assistant secretary; A. J. Randolph, chaplain; Guy Hall, Sr., secre-
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beat Woodstock at its own lost all six` games played begame- the fastbreak, clobber- tween previously them? The
Central,
ing the Aggies 101-73 in the Wildcats d u m ped
Manassas,
semis. The Panthers broke Washington, and
from the starting gate and be- losing to Carver in the semitourney
fore Woodstock could get un- finals. Before the
cranked the victors had run Hamilton was winless against
up a 32-10 lead after eight min- Carver, Manassas, and Wash- ,
utes of play. It was all over ington. Perhaps the sweetest
for all practical purposes de- of the three victories was the ,
spite the two teams matching comeback 56-52 conquest over
baskets the remainder of the Manassas.
game.
The Tigers, who dropped a •
Barret's Chapel, the Negro 63-60 overtime thriller to Overcounty champion called by ton in the semi-finals, held a
one coach the team with the nine-point lead over Hamilton
By BILL H. LITTLE
best talent outside of Bartlett, with about 11 minutes left in
was upset by Germantown, the game. Carver won an
RED HOT REGIONAL
Frayser, the Panthers' first 67-55,
in the semi-finals. The
HamilRecord attendance is expect- game opponents. Overton and Arlington quintet came back easy 60-40 verdict over
the
getting
hard
wasn't
ton.
It
ed for the Region Nine tourna- Barret's Chapel, two teams and bounced to Woodstock
64- Cobras up after they had
ment this week at White Sta- not be overlooked, will chal- 52 to take the consolation
prize. watched Washington the night
tion and the Mid-South Colise- lenge the tall Bartlett cagers Sharp shooting Leon
Brown
before desperately attempt a
um. The semi-finals and finals in their championship aspira- held to only seven points
by comeback in a game Hamilton
are slated for Friday and tions.
Germantown, pumped in 26 had virtually iced away by
Saturday in the Coliseum. In
BARTLETT COPS
against Woodstock.
halftime. It took some specregion play the semi-finals
DISTRICT 34
The all-tourney team includes
Talented Bartlett was the Turner, Jitnmy Conn, and Lar- tacular long distance shooting
usually carry the most interest
because the victors automa- prime factor in over 10,000 ry Morris of Bartlett, Charles by Maurice Hughes to make
tically advance to the state fans turning out, including 2,600 Green, Mitchell Road, Fred the score respectable.
Madassas warmed up with a
tournament.
for the finals, to see the Pan- Garrett, Barret's Chapel.
Richvictory over
This year the big event has thers win the District 34 title ard Millen, Woodstock,
Treadwell and
Henrotated to Memphis. This time convincingly. Coach Glen Es- derson and Randy Neal, Ger- really bombed CBHS 81-43.
Region Nine teams are given sary withheld his 7-2 center mantown Randall
Calchvell, The Brothers only lost the AAA
a good chance to be around Steve Turner from action until MUS, and Mike Vosburgh, League crown to Carver on
when the title is decided next the semi-final contest with Whitehaven.
the MIAA point system and
Saturday night. In 1965 it was Woodstock. Turner appeared to .CARVER TOPS DISTRICT
35 were 17-2 on the year. ManasAlcoa and Murfreesboro that have fully recovered from an
an
excellent
The big news in District 35 sas missed
fought it out for the coveted arm injury as he helped his was the surprise play of
Hamil- chance to down Overton when
three-feet trophy.
mates to a 71-67 win over Ger- ton and Manassas. As expect- four shots by the Tigers inBartlett is a strong choice mantown.
ed, Carver walked off with side of 16 seconds missed their
to become one of the Region Melvin Henderson, who play- the championship by edging mark. Two were free throws
Nine representatives in the ed with Mt. Pisgah last season, Overton 40-35 in the
finals. It by Harold Gray who had a hot
state hoop scramble with the scored 22 points before fouling was the fifth time the Rebels hand throughout the tourne
other slot a toss-up between out just before the start of the have been racked
up by Car- Gray grabbed the reboun
fast moving Melrose and Car- final quarter, Henderson spark- ver this season. Hamilton, a shot and his tray attempt
wat
ver. The Cobras are the de- ed the Red Devils in their last place finisher in the
AAAA barely missed on a tap by a'
fending champs in
Region attempt to overcome a 41-27 League with a 6-17 record, teammate. Johnny Neumann.
Nine, but if the "snakes" and half-time bulge piled up by staged three upsets to gain ended it when he was fouled
.
.
Melrose are victorious in their Bartlett.
a berth in the Region Nine with two seconds left
i n
quarter-final matches, the two Jimmy
Conn
topped
all meet this week. What would overtime. The 6-4 All-Memphis.
powers will clash in the semi- scorers with 26 tallies while you have given for the Wild- performer, who led all
scorers:
finals. On the other hand Bart- Turner and Larry Morris con- cats chances against three of with 34 enroute to a
career',
lett will have no pushover in trolled the boards. Bartlett the teams they faced having 1,813 total, sank the
ty
first chari-.
toss and put in the missed'.
..
I second try.
Neumann sat out the finals
because of a leg injury but
his teammates scrapped about
as well as could be expeoted
Councils on alcoholism whichlnan Hagan has a message that
/ l as Carver, led by
Marvin
are fast stretching the full we are now ready to receive." LeMoyne s goIf and track' Brook 1ed a11 the way
despite
length of Tennessee are hold- Visiting delegates are expect- squads are set for action.
ball control tactics
which
ing their third annual meet- ed from surrounding States, The golfers open March 11 kept Overton close.
Jag in Jackson, Tenn., Friday as well as the major cities against Alabama A&M at Nor- Neumann and Rick Sullivan
land Saturday, March 8, 9 with in Tennessee.
mal and then Move on to of Overton, Brooks, Willie
JACOA as host Council.
The Saturday programs are Tallahassee for a March 15-16 Gunn, and James Abernathy .
The principal speaker at the devoted to the exchange of engagement
Carver, Earnest
with
F lorida of
Moss,
banquet on Friday night will ideas between Councils. The A&M. Fisk of Nashville will Hamilton; Harold Gay,
Manasbe Congressman G. Elliott Ha- Director of Alcoholism, De- face LeMoyne here March 21 sas, H u g hes, Washington
;
gan from Georgia, who has partment of Mental Health, on the Riverside course.
James Harvery Douglass, and
pioneered alcoholism programs James A. Holley, will moderate The
Magicians'
thinclads Alex Thompson of White Stafor the past 18 years.
the Saturday morning sessions, begin their season at Tallahas- tion were picked on the allJohn Bane of Jackson, presi- along with Dick Potter of see, March 15-16, where they tourney team.
dent of TACA said, "The Memphis, Judge Dan McKinnis will participate in the Florida
DISTRICT 36 VICTOR
growth of the Council concept of Obion County, Doris Adair A&M University Relays. The It was through
tournament
in Tennessee is most encourag- of Nashville, and Dr. Jack LeMoyne track team will be play that Melrose got the
ing and we believe Congress- Adams of Chattanooga.
at Alabama A&M, March 20. chance to prove that the Golden Wildcats are better than
Frayser, a team they had to
accept second place behind because the schedule prevented
the two fine squads from meeting during regular season play.
Melrose
sent the
Frayser
rooters scurrying for the exits
early as the Orange Mounders
blitzed to a 38-25 margin at
the half and kept firing away
to post an 81-64 victory before
1,600 at Northside. Larry Finch,
who threw them up with reckless abandon, on this occasion
was hotter than an eight iron
range so Frayser suffered the
same fate as 28 other victims
of Melrose this season.
Lester, moving
under
a
full head of steam lately after
a not too impressive season,
won the rubber game with
South Side which not only gave
the Golden Lions third place
but also some measure of
respectablity
after
winning
the series with the team that
won the League crown.
Finch and Neal Robinson of
Melrose, Ross Grimsley, and
Charley Blanchard of Frayser,
Eric Cardwell of Oakhaven,
James Green of South Side,
Ralph Allen, Eddie Price, Trezevant, and Tommie Jones of
Bertrand were honored on the
all-district team.
Coach Willie Collins has another score to settle. The Wildcats will be out to show Carver that they can dethrone
them as Regional champs.
Coach L. C. Gordon and the
Cobras would like nothing
better than passing the acid
test with flying colors. We
shall see.

Sports
Horizon...

with a record of three wins
and three loses. The Highscoring
g u a rd, Ronald
Thornton, won a trophy for
being one of the most aluable players in the toarna-

CHICAGO PARK CAGERS
—The Chicago Park basketball team ended its regular
season in the Northside Elementary
School
League

meat. Kneeling in front,
from left, are Marvelle
Hall, Louie Rice, Ronald
Thornton, Michael Dabney
and Willie Brooks. Standing, same order, are Ro-

bert Eaton. Thomas
Briggs, T. K. Williams,
Lloyd Kirk, Clarence Buckner and Coach Norris Ten.
non.

Council On Alcoholism
Is Planned In Jackson

91149niedi
MEMPHIS. LARGEST FOOD Si ORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendennain
MIDTOWN1620 MADISON
LUCKY LEAF

. DRINK

APPLE JUICE

LIBBY'S

auart25'
PORK & BEANS •
'6'
49,
1
°
5
2
i
RAFT
CRISCO
MAYONNAISE
3
69
allart55'
TUNA 29 OLEO
CAMPFIRE

. •

For

46:0Z.

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

For

1 Limit

cl ab;

FRED MONTESI

S& W

.

ALL VEGETABLE

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

CARNATION

LIGHT MEAT
CHUNK

EVAPORATED

Yellow
Quarters

61'2 or.

Milk

Lb.

easeerimmemennaMine

Norbert Rillieux (1806-1894)

SWIFT'S

Meat Ball Stew

He made all our lives
a little sweeter.

16 15°

24 or.

FRED MONTESI
One coupon

Labeled Giant Size

per family per week._

CHEER or AJAX 3 Lb. 10 or.

Detergent

15c

TIDE or BOLD 3 Lb. 10 or.
FRED MONTESI 3 'Lb. 15 or.

8'

With .coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, spxcluJing
value of coupon morchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also excluded in campllanc• with state low).
On• coupon per family. Coupon expires Wedn•sday, Noon,
Mar, 13. Anti-freez• also excluded in coupon redemption.

WITH COUPON

- FRED

MONTESI

KRAFT

BETTY CROCKER

APPLE JELLY

:BROWNIE MIX

Apple Grape. Apple-Strawberry
or Apple-Blackberry
18 or.
Total 5 Limit

•

4-1

NEW GERMAN
CHOCOLATE

Norbert Rillieux began life on a plantation near New Orleans. He was a bright
child and eager to learn. So his father,
anxious that the boy receive a good education,sent him to Paris.
Rillieux quickly lived up to all expectations. He published several papers on
the steam engine and its economy and
was soon an instructor at one of the finest Paris academies.
Hiseducation and training behind him,
Rillieux decided to return to the U.S. to
put his talents to use.
In the early 1840's sugar was manufactured by a slow,primitive method known
as the "Jamaica Train". This made it an
expensive luxury that only a few could
afford.
One clay, Rillieux ran his fingers
through a small bowl of coarse, brown
sugar,and felt sure that something could
be done to make it better and cheaper.
So he set to work.
By 1846 he had developed a process

that turned sugar cane juice into a finer
grade of sugar at about half the cost.The
Rillieux Process was quickly adopted by
Cuban and Mexican sugar refineries and
Norbert Rillieux was soon the most famous engineer in the state of Louisiana.
Several years later Rillieux returned to
France, only to find Europeans completely disinterested in his new sugar
process. So,he turned to archeology and
spentten years deciphering hieroglyphics.
Eventually, Europe realized the value
of the Rillieux sugar process,and adopted
it in its refineries. With renewed interest,
Rillieux again turned to engineering; this
time applying his process to the sugar
beet. Results: Sugar production costs
were cut in half.
Norbert Rillieux did for sugar what
Eli Whitney did for cotton.We may take
his invention for granted now, but each
teaspoon of sugar that goes into our cup
of coffee should remind us of this ingenious American.

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKYSTRAIGHT BOI IR BON
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19 oz..
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Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

PINEAPPLE or
GRAPEFRUIT
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KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKIY.86 PROOF THE OLD TAYIOR DISTILIERY CO FRANKFORT& LOUIVIttE KY,

Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Norbert Rillietne It's 8" tall, mode of
antique bronze cast stone, and carries the complete Rillieux story. It co:445.00 (which is what it
costs us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865,Grand Central Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
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Owen Hornets
In Columbia
For Tourney
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The Hornets of Owen Junior
College are in Columbia, Tenn.
this week participating in the
National Junior College Athletic Association tournament.
The meet started Tuesday and.
continues through Saturday,
March 9.
The Hornets, coached by
Robert Grider, are fresh from
Jackson, Miss, where on Saturday night they won the
Southern Intercollegiate Conference basketball champion- ,
ship by defeating Utica Junior
College, 99-94, in the finals of
the 7-team loop tourney.
The Owen aggregation closed
their regular season with an
8-4 conference record. They
were 15-5 overall.
Other Members of the S.I.C.
are Coahoma of Clarksdale,
Miss.; Mary Holmes of West
Point, Miss., Prentiss of Prentiss, Miss.; Harris of Meridian, Miss., and Shorter of Little Rock, Ark.
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Willie Shaw Is Picked
As SIAC 'Coach Of Year'
basketball
Lane C o liege
coach Willie G. Shaw has been
named "Coach of the Year" by
the Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference. The
award is presented annually
to the coach who has the most
outstanding record of the season.
There are 16 colleges with
basketball teams in the SIAC.
Lane's conference record was
11-1 while their overall record
was 19-3.
Mr. Shaw is in his third
year as coach after a spectacular career as a player at

4

Pairs

Prison Door
Swings Open

,

!•1

Weight A Big Problem
•
For Girls In Holiday

LANSING — A prison door
has swung open on a new life
for the first graduate of a Michigan State Highway Commissionl The place to get the real low- muscles they .ion't use start
program for women at the De- !down on life in en ice show is getting flabby.
troit House of Corrections.
from the Miami, Florida girl.
And most of us have an
She views the future with en- Lucille Carpenter who is as- unfortunate habit of eating
thusiasm, eager to begin a sistant show director for "Holi- our big meal of the day followmeaningful career in a new en- day on Ice', coming to the ing the night show That's bad.
vironment. Others will soon fol- Mid South Coliseum Tuesday, All your calories stay with
low.
March 26 thru Sunday, March you."
The program, consisting of a 31.
series of classes in the opera- Although only 26, Miss Car- The skaters have a contract
time
tion of key punch machines, penter is an old ice pro, with weight, stipulated at the
the season.
was started about a year ago ten year's experience in the of signing up for
they are required to remain
as part of a federally-financed troupe.
within five pounds of it.
Fresh Start project sponsored In addition to being com- To make sure, they are spot
by the U.S. Department of Com- forter and whip to the chorus checked at irregular intervals
skaters, she is expected to submerce.
and without notice. Contract
It is designed to relieve a , stitute for any of them when weights begin around 98 pounds
a
necessary,
situation
which for girls around five feet tall.
shortage of skilled machine operators while at the same time requires her to stay in con- Six-footers, of which the show
providing opportunities for un- cition.
has two, can get away with
trained and often underprivileg- Take c o n dition. Looking 135 pounds.
around
at
the slim mites who
ed persons to acquire new skills
work in "Holiday" it would It is possible to put on weight
and economic advancement.
unlikely that weight without it being very obvious.
The Highway Commission's seem
would
ever
be a problem for Skaters don't have much of a
role is not entirely unselfish.
problem with bunchy legs but
them.
Not
so.
Because the trainees receive
skating does occasionally have
Act of 1985. Shown here only nominal wages, the Com- "We get accustomed to one an unfortunate effect on where
during break in program, mission benefits f r o m lower routine and the other muscles the skaters sit down.
don't get much ef a workout." Miss Carpenter has a lot of
left to right, are Dr. Lloyd, costs.
But Commission Chairman The result is something that great ideas about how to learn
Mrs. Phillips, W. H. Bowens, assistant professor of Charles H. Hewitt, Detroit, re- happens to businessmen who to skate . . . bend the knees;
accounting, and
Harold ports that the quality of work get used to doing the same lean forward; get skates that
things day after day. The fit.
Love, Metropolitan coml. has been exceptionally high.
cilman
the
reprsenting
19th district.
•

Lane. He played guard for the
Dragons from 1961 to 1964.
As a sophomore and senior,
he led the nation in scoring
and received small college AllAmerican recognition for three
years. As a senior he averaged
40.4 points per game.
He was a basketball star in
Jackson high school circles as
a player at Merry. As a senior he carried the team through
the regional to a third place
finish in the state. And he did
it with a broken arm in a cast.
Still he averaged more than
30 points per game.

CATZ—Mrs. Vet Phillips, a
member of the Milwaukee
Common Council and leader
of the open housing movement in that city, was one
of the featured speakers at
a recent workshop on housing held at Tennessee State
University. The No-day
meeting brought together

and
leaders
community
Metropolitan officials for
discussion of the topic:
"Crisis in Co mmunity.
Housing." The conference
under the direction of Dr.
R. Grann Lloyd, director of
the Division of Business,
was sponsored under Title
I of the Higher Education

HUD Helps Pittsburgh
Vet House His Family
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Ser- Improved family circumstances who are able to do so, such as
geant T. was scheduled to to the point where they were social welfare agencies, health
service agencies, job placeleave his home in Pittsburgh, able to buy a home.
WILLIE SHAW
I
Pa., in 10 days — his destine- Three families, three cities, ment bureaus, and so on.
'Hon, Korea. He had searched three problems, and three The program works in co-1
in vain for decent rental hous- solutions — this exemplifies operation with private real
ing for his wife and four chil- the scope of HUD's housing r estate borkers and other housdren. The outlook seemed hope- counseling service, which is ing soirees. -A—family interestless as time ran out.
Administrthateion.Federal ed in buying is referred to brokoffered
ing through
l ers who have the kind of
Then, the day before embarking for Korea, Sergeant T. FHA implemented the coun- housing in the desired area and
through the efforts of the U.S. seling service in mid-1967. It at Vie prices the family can
a or .
Department of Housing and is now operating in local FHA r Urban Development and a real insuring offices in 15 cities, Those who desire rental
A former idemphian. Josephi
!estate broker, moved his fami- and plans are under way to houshr are feferred to rental
Watkins, was featured re-I ir
ly into a new apartment.
extend the service to addition- can also assist the housing
cuitly in the magazine. "Cross
1
Mrs. H, of Indianapolis, Ind., al cities in the near future. seeker in .making appointments
Section," punished by Bloc
had her home destroyed by Although the service is basi- to inspect the dwelling.
Cross and Blue Shield in RichShe needed shelter for her- cally designed to counsel fami- The housing counseling serfire.
mond, Va., Wawa he was emself and four ehildren.HUD and lies and individuals who are vice is one way that the U.S
rIoyed as an electronic aca local real estate broker help- having difficulty finding decent Dcp:iitment of Housing and
ctunting machilt: operator.
ed her find a suitable home, housing they can afford, it Urban Development is working
Mr. Watkins, son of Mr.
and at 10 p.m. — 13 hours after
help families at all income
doesn't ignore other human to
inn Mrs. J. I Watkins of 779
the fire — Mrs. H. and her
levels to obtain better housWashItosnoke, was here recently
children were in their new needs. A counselor in
ing.
example, di,
for
D.C.,
ion,
to visit his family and is schehome.
fa in
duled to complete his senior
In Milwaukee, Wis., Mr. and covered that a low-income
renta;
year at Virginia State college
Mrs. J. were in serious fin- ily looking for better
even
at P e t ersburg, Va., this
ancial difficulty. Their housing housing was not getting
its
on
necessities
food
basic
spring.
and other fixed expenses were
family was told
The captain of his college'
out of hand even though the income. The
program
during his
football t e am
family income was over $900 about the food stamp
COLUMBUS, Ohio —(NPI)—
and helped to participate in
junior and senior years, Mr.
a month.
The state of Ohio has reneged
it.
family
J.
the
Watkins is well-known amoi.g
referred
HUD
JOE WATKINS
its promises to halt discrimisports enthusiasts in Richto a credit union where their' The counseling program has on
nation of state building promond.
Richmond Rebels, played col-Idebts were consolidated and been especially useful to low
jects, the NAACP charges in
During the football season lege football like Mr. Wat- refinanced at a lower interest and moderate-income families. a Federal District court suit.
acmembers
group
he plays with the Richmonl kins • nd last season's scores charge. Through the help of Minority
The NAACP is seeking an
of against outclassed opponents the Legal Aid Society, a State count for about two-thirds of
Roadrunners, champions
halting $70 million in
order
Returning
interviewed.
families
was
family
the United American League, looked more like basketball tax lien against the
servicemen account for another state building projects, mostand then plays basketball, than football. The scores rang- satisfied.
served. ly at Ohio State University. It
Last year he was voted "most ed in the nineties and hundreds Four months and 16 days large part of families
the is charged that Negroes are
where
cases
those
In
'after talking over their housing
valuable player" of the Rich- for several games.
cannot as- denied employment in the
counselor
housing
with
problems
financial
graduated!and
was
League.
Watkins
Mr.
mond Industrial
i
Mr. and Mrs. J. had sist a family, he seeks out those state projects.
Most of the players with theifrom Hamilton High School HIJD,
1960.
of
'class
the
with
the
Roadrunners, f o rmerly

Joe Watkins A Star
With Richmond Fans

Builders Renege
On Integration

Western Region's Silver
Medal Winner Chosen ,

t- 850 POPLAR

group of the
NEW YORK — Frank L., the management
fly.
pa
receivcom
Angeles,
Smith, of Los
ed the "1967 Silver Medal Mani Standards of selection of
meritorious
of the Year of the Western winners include
Region" of Nationa.1 Distillers. effort on behalf of the comAnnouncement of the award pany, as well as for participawas mady by Anthony J. Riz- tion in community affairs.
zo, vice president, Western Smith was presented a check
Region manager of the com- for $1.000 and a Tiffany Silver
pany.
Medal inscribed: "In Recogthe
in
salesman
nition of a Job Well Done,"
Smith, a
region,
South Pacific division, joined by Rizzo. The Western
inrepresented,
as
Smith
1960
which
in
Distillers
National
Mexico,
New
California,
CaliSouthern
cludes
a salesman in
Alaska,
fornia, and he is a gradifate Nevada, C o lorado,
Arizona.
did
and
He
Hawaii,
University.
of Fisk
postgraduate work at the Uni- The presentation highlighted
versity of Iowa where he re- a dinner at the St. Regis Hotel
ceived his masters degree.
here during a three-day manconference attended
are
agement
merit
The medals of
and ad
awarded annually to six Na- by over 100 company
all
tional Distillers employees — agency executives from
country.
the
gales
of
parts
the
one from each of
regions. A Gold Medal is
awarded to an executive of Willing

Providence AME
Plans Men's Day
And Anniversary

ANDREWS 0105
-PRICE BUSTERS

EM
BONSELEI-SS

\

HAMS

with no
center
slices )
\ removed

Whole
or Half

(

Fresh PORK LIVER
PERCH Fillets Frozen

69c

Lb

29c
5 Vox sl"
Lb

Sliced

A REAL A&P VALUE

BANANAS -

Lb. 1

Golden Ripe

C

REGULAR OR CUSTARD

ANGEL FOOD

csgE ..39c
A

1-lb. Anc
+ loaves 77

a ear
rc
Whole

WHEAT BREAD
Save 10C
Danish PECAN RING

39c
r•:•"..7.7 '

WHITE BEAUTY

SHORTENING

3ci-abn-49c

COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—

Workers
Will Meet March 13

The Willing Workers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Henry Fletcher of 1408 May
St. on Wednesday, March 13.
All members are asked to be
Mrs. Clara Dailey
present.
the
Annual Men's Day and
president, and Mr.. Maggie
is
anniversary
the
of
observance
Lott secretary.
of Providence AME church
will be held on Sunday, March
10, and the public is invited.
The pastor, Rev. J. L.
Gleese, will speak at the regular morning worship service,
Associawith special music by the male The Ushers Union
meetregualr
its
hold
will
tion
chorus.
March in
The guest speaker for the ing for the month of
of
program at 3 p.m. will be Rev, the administration building
Thursdiiy
on
College
St.
the
Owen
of
H. L. Starks, pastor
James AME church. Several night March 7, at 8 p.m
is
mlle choruses will be pre- Charlie Walton, president,
prebe
to
members
all
asking
sented.
The church is located at the sent.
corner of Decatur and Over- Mrs. Rosie Walton Is club
reporter.
ton Park streets.
•

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

•"NICK" BONNETTE
• J. P.(JAY) GUIDI

• BOB TABOR
• R. D. WILLIAMS

OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —

Ushers Union
Meets At Owen

GIANT
SIZE ID
DOLD

American
et
4 •

•

ANDREWS-OLOSMOBiLE
850 POPLAR • PHONE 5273531

Pimento

.
66
0.
Bo,

DETERGENT

AT YOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER

10c
21
°31

Off

3 Lb..
10 Oz,

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU MARCH 9

•.

.

.
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‘
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Memphians Inc. Elect
Officers For 1968

Overseas Wives Club Plans Party

The first anniversary of the!military service and stationed
Overseas Wives Club will be overseas are invited to attend
celebrated when the members the party.
meet in the Red Cross building
Further information may be
at 1400 Central ave. on ThursThe Memphians Inc., an or- Other members of the orga- day night, March 7, at 7:30 obtained by calling 272-9631.
ganization of prominent men of nization are Hannibal Parks, p.m.
Memphis, reorganized recently Ural Adams, William Fitzger- All women with husbands in
at a regular meeting held at ald, Oscar Crawford, J. C.
McGraw, W. C. Weather',
the clubhouse on Orleans.
E. L Hawkins, Louis B. Hob&MALL PIANO -- NEW FINISH
New officers elected for 1968 son, George Stevens, Malcolm
Just tuned $145.00. Also Acoordiaa
Lefton
and
Claiborne
Davis.
are president, George Isabel;
cost $400.00 for $85.00. After 4 p.m.
358-7185
vice president Howard Sims; Floyd Newman, Lawton Jackrecording secretary Joseph Wil- son, Clarence Pope, Thomas
FOP. SALE
kerson; financial secretary Tay- Willis,
Roscoe
McWilliams,
lor C. Ward; treasurer John C. Henry I. Wilson, John D.
Singer
Zig-zag
seeing
machine
Davis; chaplain Charles• Flet- Brown, Walter Flowers, Charles A memorial service and the $65.00. Call 324-8881 or 2713-535S
cher; house manager Dr. E. H. Tarpley, Thomas H. Hayes, unveiling of a chair in honor
Frank W h i to; sergeant-at- Samuel H. Johnson, Frederick of the late Rev. Jacob Bailey
ItEGISTRED NURSES
arms Oscar Smith; public re- A. Rivers, Jerry C. Johnson, Jones will be held on Sunday, $7,800
to
Mart.
Liberal
fringe
lations, Sherman W. Robinson. Richard M. Butler,. John R. March 10, at the Trinity Bap- benefit,, for example,
Paid
sick
leaves, paid vacation", paid holidays,
and parliamentarian Henry J. Arnold, Jr., Jack Humes and tist church at 1058 Overton and
time and a half for overtime.
3:30
p.m.
Park
at
Wilson.
Will
arrange
Onzie Horne.
transportation
and
Rev. Jones was a builder living accemodatioa Contact:
Mrs.
Lillian Daniels, RN
and pastor of Trinity Baptist
Director of Nurses
church for 17 years.
or Dr. Claude R.. Young
Bailey
General ' Hospital
The guest speaker for the
292 P. Purr
program will be Rev. Horace
Detroit, Mich. 48202
Robinson, pastor Lake Grove
Baptist church. Music will be LICENSED eKACTEcnis
NURSER
sung by the Lake Grove choir.
to $20 Per day according to
Rev. Harold
Middlebrook $18
experiences.
fringe benefit,,
will be the master of cere- for example, Liberal
paid sack Haves, paid
vacations,
paid
monies.
hohdays, and time

Memorial Service
For Late Pastor
Planned Sunday

Classified Ads

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

Figure Rates Tops

PLANNING CONCERT —
Members of St. Stephen
Baptist church and the
Memphis chapter of the
Arkansas AM&N Alumni
Association will present the
Arkansas AM&N College

concert choir during a program to be held at the
church on Sunday, March
31, at 5 p.m. Seated from
left are Miss Irma Ezell,
Miss Dorothy Talley, Mrs.
Eredia Maple, Mrs. La-

retha Branch, Miss Rowena
Stephens, Mrs. Alice Hall
and Mrs. Mary Lewi s.
Standing, same order, are
Willie E. Lindsey, Jr., B.T.
Lewis, Roland Nash, Rev.
O.C. Crivens, pastor of

Frigidaire and Ace Specials
For March at All 4 Stores
Frigidaire 14.6 cu.ft.
Frost-Proof Refrigerator

FRIGIDAIRE

HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. —
He has appeared as guest
Charles E. Holmes, director of artist with the Atlanta SymPublic Relations and Develop- phonic 'Pop' Orchestra and
ment at Rust College, has been was ghost singer for Sir Lance.elected for inclusion in the lot in the Atlanta University
1968 edition of Outstanding Players' production of CameMAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN
Young Men of America.
lot.
Miss Deborah Lee Harmon, National Equipment
Holmes, a graduate of Rust
manufacturer
requires qualified maintenance elecCollege, was a member of the He also took part in three daughter of Mr. and Mrs. trician
KLONDYKE SCHOOL
to
maintain
variety
elecScience Department faculty at short plays by Erskine Caldwell Jesse James Harmon of 1893 trica) mechanical equipment.of Work
The Klondyke Civic club will his alma mater before moving at the University. He was the Keltner Circle, Memphis, sang will involve repair of electrisal runhold its regular monthly meet- to his present position in March recipient of the Golden Cup alto in the concert presented trots for a variety of metal working
machine tools. Interested individuals
ing in the cafetorium of the
Award for outstanding artistic in Herrick Chapel at Grinnell should send resume of experience,
1967.
Klondyke Elementary school
education,
personal data & expected
ability
of
KSD-TV,
College,
St.
Louis,
Grinnell, Iowa, last salary to Box
311 in care of this
on Wednesday night, March 13, In addition, he is an accom- Mo.
Saturday
evening.
•
paper.
plished zinger. A baritone soloat 7:30.
Equal Opportunity Employer
More
than
80
students
and
•
ist with the Rust College Choir "Outstanding
Young
Men faculty members
participated
All members are asked to be for several years, he is pres- Of America" is an annual bioFRIENDSHIP —
COURTSHIP
ently a member of the Holmes graphical compilation of ap- in the concert.
present for the meeting.
An exchange student from Are you lonely! Don't bet Meet new
Jesse James is president ofe Duo (with Mk. Holmes) tour- proximately 10,000 young men
Similar interests & aspira
LeMoyne College, Miss Har- friends.
tions. 757 W. 79th St. Rm. 200,
the club, and Mrs. Vera Moton ing periodically in the interest between the ages of 21 and 35
Chicago. III. 40420. Mast your mate!
mon
was
graduated
from
reporter.
of the college.
who have distinguished them- Hamilton
Send for application.
High school in 1966.
-0All Strictly Cenfliketial
selves in one or more fields of
endeavor.
St. Stephens, J.L. Smith,
C. E. Casey and F.M.
Campbell. (Photo by Gene
Robinson)

Deborah 'Harmon
Sings In Iowa

'Ballet Espanol' Next
Concert In Bruce Hall

Frost-Proof!

126-lb. size
111Pfa.lat

fop freezer with door she!f,
jute. can rack, covered ice
trays to keep food out of
cubes.

FREEZER 12-FT.
Holds 416 Lbs.

169

4 shelves
1 sliding to put more food up
front. 1 adnrstable to adapt
space to your needs.

MI a YIAI I000
.0011CTI0N PLAN

•14 4.

zling company of dancers, sing- will be presented March 2 at
ers and flamenco guitar.
10:30 a.m. in Bruce Hall. The
'public is invited and it will be
free.
The attraction is under sponsorship of the college's Cultural A c tivities Committee
headed by Dr. Paul Hayes.
The company of eight may
be small in number, but is

-"Air-TARO 1

Church Club
Plans Green Tea

ship club will present a Green
Tea in the Oates Manor auditorium at 1157 N. Manassas
st. on Sunday, March 10, from
3 to 4 p.m. The public is invited.

2-DOOR REFRIGERATOR FREEZER

f299

WITH
TRADE

FRIGIDAIRE big-oven range

reco4W41
15 Iii.ft.
Frigidaire Side-by-Side
with 198-1b. size
freezer! All Frost-Proof!

ASK ABOUT
OUR FREE
5-YEAR
WARRANTY

• The oven's 23" wide, teems
every cooking need front
INOI.clay steals to hot snacks.
• One big 8" and three 6"
surface unlitn unlimited heat
settings(Wane to High)

VESTA GAS RANGE
DEM., RENTALS, FLOOR MODELS

$21T1

$9995

1.-.GREIN, 241-22
3—WHITE,244-22

$999$

1—COPPIR,2-N-22

$9800

1 —WHITE,2-NC 21

"
$109
$114
"
$7995

23-U-22

2—GREEN,231U-22

$9700
$99"

All Corry Full Factory

Warranty
/.Yisor Free Service

61114W41141115114.60
Print L•60dor, 14 Plat• Sonia,
MODEL OW DUL

The message at 3 p.m. will
be delivered by Rev. R. C.
George, pastor of the Pillow
Street CME church. The public is invited.
Mrs. Samuel Walker, Jr., is
chairman of Fellowship Day.
Rev. C. A. Lucas is pastor of
the church.

169"

Officers of Club
tess 16104 11L2 co

et4.n lor a.c “.•CI

ft.

Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 174-lb. sag
Bottom Freezer
frost-Proel, Toil never defrost spit.• New lulty adies$
able shelves wool ve or
• 2 ire,
Id foods et allt Weft•
rovable trays held, 26 eggs.
Easy to clean, fon!

tie Plisse lim6041•61 $0116161

NO MONEY
DOWN
12,000 BTU
AIR CONDITIONER

'HI JULY
We Service
What Wit Stell

IS Radio Dispatched
Service Trucks

ALL 4 Stores
Open 111 p.m.
eeek eight!

ACE APPUANCE CO.
L. E. GATLIN . . . R. G. KINKLE

EAST 1

WHITEHAVEN

XII slow

4255 Hwy. SI Se.

.Vbsoo 2114.4404

Pb... 2144995

FRAYSER
HIS Thongs Ntool- 111 01-)

P.... $11-45AS

Installation of officers of the
50th Ward Civic Club will be
held next Sunday, March 10,
at First Baptist Church on
First st. near Kansas at 3 p.m.
The public is invited.
Mrs. James R. Irvin is chairman of the installation. Rev.
Nathaniel Frison is pastor of
the church.

Blind. Student

NO PAYMENT

$19995

LAMAR I
2574 Leiser

Pb... 32441111

Will Benefit
From Carnival
The Villa Club is sponsoring
a Clover Day Carnival at the
Oates Manor auditorium at
1157 N. Manassas st. on Saturday, March 23, at 7:30 p.m.
The carnival will feature
games, refreshments, and the
raffling of a radio.
Funds raised will go to pay
for the transportation to school
of Willie Earl Bonner. a blind
student.
Mrs. Millicent Brown is
president of the Villa Club,
,ind Mrs. Jessie Wright reporter

I.

8

CONVENIENT
10CA TIONS
',tat ro..

-It
‘111tyl‘l

of t

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
.tpu. FA 7-6033

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Wobld you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

1

Mother's same

Address .

Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
,
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Loath
AL:DALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.8150

HEY NEIGHBOR!

3092 Chelsea

Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?

BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood A'OMNI
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526.9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Dine
9 a.m.. 12 P.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississipol
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
11 01 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
3244321
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWK INS GRILL
1247 E. McLeetore
J. 8.SUNDRY
615 Vona* Avenue

If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.

1EL DRIVE.IIN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Heel. Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
4524101
'Speedy Defivery
PARK KRICK DRIVE INN GPO.
2268 Perk Ave.
BELLEVUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO.
180.1 S. Bellows,
J&J SLPIDRY
2119 Chelsea Aye.
PEARSON GRO.
1540 Weaver Rd.

NOTICE!
If you're not getting
your fair shore of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.
S
.

SEi

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges 0* Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6.1450

BUNGALOW SUNDRY

•

FRIGIDAIRE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

whit
doz
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--
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Fellowship Day will be observed on Sunday, March 19,
at the Moody Chapel CME
church at 1608 S. Cooper st...
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LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
112-114.161 If ALE ST.

CALL US BEFORE YOU API
EMBARRASSED

PART TIME

5.

BI

WATER BUGS-RATS
Messed led Bendsd

THREE REFINED LADIES
To Demonstrate
STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS
COSMETICS
2/4 Heves—DAY or EVENING
$35 Per Week Commission
Cur Necessary
Phone 438.4711 Or 276.4272 '

ord
ga
)
tatri
port
to
City

ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
.176 IL 17$ REAL STREET IA 64300

TERMITES-ROACHES

(AN YOU USE
FAMILY SIZE
REFRIG.-FREEZER COMB.
• Crow. 14•11$
106 Lb.. Fre.. f•04

CLEARANCE

Mrs. Carrie Richardson is
president of the club. Rev. ,
E.E. McKinney is pastor of '
Pleasant Green Baptist church. I

Fellowship Day
At Moody CME

NO SERVICE
POLICY TO BUY

FRIGIDAIRE
DISHWASHER

E—COPPER,14C-21

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED

EXTERMINATING CO:

of Spain, from the fiery Flamenco of Andalucia to the

charming shepherd dance. of
the Basque country.
The costumes are spectacularly beautiful and are authenThe person holding a lucky tic copies of the regional dress
ticket will be given a Mediter- of the various provinces of
Spain.
ranean style spread.

FFICE

PEST

huge in appeal. They have
drawn their dance material
The Pleasant Green Fellow- from the many varied regions

2-14-4.11

THAN'S
LOAN

DOUBLE ACTION
Next concert attraction for
The dynamic young com- WWI/MASON KMAluicx
Ballet' pany, which co-stars Ramon
College is
LeMoyne
DRESSES HAIR 111P1ACE
Espanol from Madrid, a daz-i de los Reyes and Lola Soler,

You'll never defrost again!fdo
space lost to frost. Defrosts
only *len needed.

and a half for overtime. Will arrange transpOrtation and Hying socomodation. Contact:
Mrs. Lillian Daniels, RN
Di rector of Nurees
for Dr. Claude R. Young
Harley General Hospital
292 E. Ferry
Detroit, M ich. 48202

KAUfFtAAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKII FOOD
CENTER
1287 volf.ntin•
276-9509
Fresh Meots 8 Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Sliweewg•
MeGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vence
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
Boyle Avenue

2037

MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Oest of Town News.
ocor-rs
ION. Mehl
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG s2
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
249$ C.artses
ROSEW000 PHARMACY
1918 Lowder-dale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE.114 GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. Ski...mom
948.4576
Pres. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 — 526.9727
Prescriptions & Dregs
STROZ1ER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1 447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY

303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLensore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magee-Ines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
5264920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Chelsea
LINCOLN SUNDRY
632 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRif
91e s. wofI ington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Billirtvu• &GM
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Lalhem
GENERAL DRUGS
287 W. Mitchell
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